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Abstract 
The spacecraft exploration of the planet 1\lars in the last two decades provided sci-
entists with an enormously rich data base. This work presents some aspects of the 
\Iars Orbiter Laser Altimet.er investigation related to the issues in the 1\lartian clima-
tolog:y. The instrument cont inues to function on hoard of the f.Iars Global Surveyor 
Spacecraft. 
The polar 1ce caps on 1\lars arc the largest reservoirs of water 0 11 the planet. 
Their formation and eYolut ion are not understood ver:-.· \\'ell at this point. Ice flow. 
sublimation and wind erosion are believed to bf' the most important processes that 
shape the caps. vVe have developed a model to understand the role of sublimation 
for the formation of the ice caps and attempted to constrain the time scale for the 
formation of the observed ice caps. The model ha..'> been justified using the precise 
topography of the ice caps and the layered terrains that have been measured by the 
MOLA instrument. We argue that sublimation is a very important process for the 
formation of the caps . especiall:-.· on the time scales greater than 10 million years. 
vVe report the direct observations of C02 clouds. forming during the polar winter 
times over both poles. These clouds are similar over both poles and possibly represent 
a C02 snowfall. On the basis of the reflective properties and spatial occurrence. we 
can distinguish two major classes of clouds. \\:·e will discuss some hvpotheses 011 the 
mechanisms of their formation. 
Total atmospheric opacity of the 1\lartian a tmosphere at lJlm can be derived 
from the 1\IOLA refiectivit:-.· measurement. Opacit:v estimates for the period from 
Ls = 105° to L5 = 220° are found to be consistent with the Viking Lander and 
Pathfinder values. Opacity measured in the polar regions displays storms and polar 
hood activity. Aerosol scale heights can be inferred from the opacit:-.· changes on some 
large scale topographic features. Dust scale heights are found to be lower than the 
atmospheric scale height. \ \.ater ice cloud scale heights are found to be consistent 
Vll 
\vith the atmospheric scale height. Comparison of the .t--.10LA derived opacit~' with 
the TES derived opacity ~·ields information on the aerosol particle size distribution. 
vVe discuss an algorithm to derive lfJ.m normal albedo of the surface. 9fJ.Tn dust 
opacity from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) is emplo:ved to remove an 
atmospheric attenuation from t he MOLA reftectivit~· measurements. \\·e will present 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
EcTL m1 >KH3HL Ha 1\ l apce 
HE:'T JIM >K113HH H3 1\Japce -
.Tl eKTOp 113 o6wecTaa no pacnpocTpaHe HHJO 
KapHaaanLHan HO'-IL . 195/ 1 
.. There is something fascinating about science. 
One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture 
out of such a trifling investment of fact.·· 
i\lark Twain. 
The past and prC'sent climate of t he planet l\Iars han' been receiving an increasing 
attention in the last decade. The answer to the question of existence of life on l\lars 
depends on our knowledge about the planet ·s early environment . The hypothesis of 
warm and early l\ lars that could possibly host lifeforms requires a lot of testing. \Ve 
will address some issues of the past climate in our sublimation model. developed to 
understand the evolution and current shape of the polar ice caps. The current. climate 
state can be characterized using a large number of parameters. Dust opacity is one of 
the most important. because it regulates the heating of the atmosphere. Reflectivity 
measurements allow us to calculate total atmospheric opacity or to calculate albedos 
of the surface. 
Starting in the late 1960·s with Russian lars 1 and CS f\lariner 4. then • were a lot 
1 If there is life 011 1\lars 
or if then' i no life 0 11 l\Iars 
science is not aware 
sceince is not well po, ted yet 
Lector from Society on Distribution of Knowledge 
Astro nomy lecture o n the New Year Eve. ··Carni"a l Night .. (1957) 
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of spacecra ft missions. successful and not . to explore the surface and the atmosphere 
of the planet. Viking program was the most successful by far. Two la nders and 
two orbiters returned an enormous amount of data. that wa, extensively analyzed 
during the next 20 years. After the failure of the :\Iars Observer in 1993. it was 
decided to split the original mission into several smaller missions over the course 
of G years. In 1996 Mars Global Surveyor Spacecraft was launched wit h a camera. 
spectrometer. magnetometer and a laser altimeter on board . The data collected b~· 
the f\Iars Orbiter Laser Alt imeter are t he foundation of t his dissertation. This work 
constitutes a part of the ?\lOLA investigation. Three major topics related to various 
climatological observations will be discu eel: ( 1) evolut ion of the shape of the polar 
ice caps: (2) detection of the polar night clouds: (3) derivation of normal surface 
albedo a nd total atmospheric opacity from t he measurement of surface reflectivity 
performed by :\lOLA. 
1.1 Description of the MOLA instrument 
General description of the :\IOLA-1 laser and scientific objectives can be found in 
Zuber et al. (1992). The f\IOLA-1 laser was a part of the ill-fated :\Iars Observer 
!\fission. \Vhich failed to reach Martian orbit in 1993. f\lOLA-2 is an upgraded ver-
sion of f\lOLA-1. with added capabilities. !\lOLA is a laser altimeter with Q-switched 
:'\ d: YAG laser operating at t he wavelength of 1.06-! 11m . The range precision is about 
37 centimeters. and a profiling resolution on the \ 'Iart ian surface is r-...300 m. f\IOLA"s 
vert ical accuracy is limited by the orbi tal determination for the spacecraft. but is 
current ly at about t.lw 5- lOm level and is expected to improw further \\'ith advanced 
orbit recon t ruction techniques. By firing short ( "'8-ns) pulses of infrared light at 
the surface and measuring the time for t he reflected laser energy to return . !\lOLA 
measures t he range from the I\lars Global Surveyor spacecraft to the tops of lars' 
mountains and the depths of its valleys. The pulsing rate is 10Hz. La'>er ranging 
schematic is shown in Figure 1.1. A portion of the output laser energy is diverted to 












1 Travel time DT 1 








Figure 1.1: Laser ranging schematic. Range to the surface R = c!:lT / 2) !:lT = Tr- T0 ) 
T0 - transmitted pulse time, Tr -received time, Eo - transmitted energy, Er - received 
energy. Detector can only register incoming photons when the range gate is open. 
tered by terrain or clouds onto a silicon avalanche photodiode detector. Four separate 
channels filter the voltage output in parallel to detect pulses spread out by the rough-
ness of terrain or clouds, increasing the likelihood of detection, and providing some 
information about surface roughness or cloud characteristics. Channels are sensitive 
to some amount of topography variation within a footprint: 3m (channel 1), 9m (2), 
27m (3), 81m (4). More information about the channels and their characteristics can 
be found in section 3.3. The received pulse energy measures the near-IR reflectivity of 
the surface or cloud medium. In addition, measurements of the returned laser pulse 
width are providing fascinat ing information about the 100-meter-scale roughness of 
the Martian surface. The data analyzed in this dissertation contain > 200 million 
shots and the operations are continuing. 
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1.2 Topography of the polar regions 
Precise topographic grids compiled by the MOLA instrument allow us for the first 
time an access to the shape of some very interesting features. Polar ice caps and polar 
layered deposits are the major known reservoir of water on Mars. Their shape was 
very poorly known prior to the MGS mission. Cited errors were at lkm level (James 
et al. (1992)). MOLA measurements allowed us to reconstruct the shape of the ice 
caps down to about 5m absolute error. It may be even possible to track changes in 
the seasonal snow cover. 
The evolution and origin of the residual ice caps and layered deposits are poorly 
understood. The layered deposits are thought to be a record of the climatic variations 
on Mars, which are possibly due to variations in the planet's orbit. Just like the 
core samples from the Antarctic, they can help us to look in to the past climate of 
Mars. We have developed a time dependent ice sublimation model to reproduce the 
observed shape of the ice caps. Chapter 2 of this work describes the topography of 
orth and South Polar regions and the model. Results of the model were compared 
to the MOLA topographic profiles. We attempted to constrain the time scale of 
the formation of the current ice caps, having sublimation as the only process that 
modulates the shape of the ice caps. Spiraling troughs in the polar layered deposits are 
a long-standing mystery. Their formation has not been explained yet. We attempted 
to analyze trough shapes and their time scales with the sublimation model. The 
model can reproduce the shape of the troughs very well. Sublimation models can not 
fully explain the process of the trough formation. However, the model can help to 
bound the time scales for trough formation. We will argue that sublimation is a very 
important process for the evolution of the ice caps and its time scales are shorter than 
that of the ice flow. Parts of this work will be published in the upcoming Mars Polar 
Science special issue of Icarus in Ivanov and Muhleman (2000) . 
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1.3 Observations of the polar clouds 
Condensation of C02 at the winter poles is a ver~· important process in the current 
climate of 1\Iars. Almost 25o/c of t he 1\Iartian atmosphere is recycled through the 
polar ice caps ever~· year. The condensed form of C'02 have never been observed or 
quantified in an~· significant. detail. 1\IOLA is a very sensitive instrument and was 
able to detect faint returu. coming from the clouds. forming over the polar regions 
when t hey were shrouded in winter darkness. The clouds are probabl~· composed 
of C02 ice. which formed in very cold polar winter temperatures. A theoretical 
study was attempted b~· Gierasch and Goody ( 1968). who suggested a possibility of 
C02 cloud formation. In Chapter 3. we will present seasonal. spatial and elevation 
distributions of cloud returns. By the differences in refiective properties and spatial 
occurrence. \\·e were able to classify two types of clouds: polar clouds forming poleward 
of oc and clouds that formed onl~· in t he southern hemisphere just off the pole the 
lat itudinal range from 70°S to 0°S. From the measurements of the reflected energy 
and the returned pulse width. we were able to calculate the backscattering coefficient 
of the cloud tops. \Ve compare these values with backscattering coefficients for some 
Earth water cloud distributions. Simultaneous observations b~· the Thermal Emission 
Spectrometer enabled us to address the question of the low brightness temperature 
zoues observed by both TES and IRT:\ f (Infrared Thermal Iapper) instruments. 
!\lOLA cloud detections helped us to distinguish between the contributions of the 
C02 snowfall and condensing C02 on the ground. 
1.4 Interpretation of the reflectivity 
1.4.1 Atmospheric opacity 
Along with the range to the surface. I\IOLA measures the returned signal strength 
and the width of the returned pulse. From the returned energy \Ve can easily cal-
culate the reflectivity for each shot. Reflectivity is a product of normal albedo of 
the surface at the :\lOLA wavelength (1.064J.Lm ) and the t.wo-way transmissivity of 
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the f\lartian atmosphere. The transmissivity here is an exponential function of the 
total atmospheric opacity at the f\IOLA wavelengtl1 . We can assume one of the above 
parameters to calculate the other from the reftectivit~·. To solve for the opacity of 
the f\lartian atmosphere we tentatively used the Plescot. and f\liner (1981) albedo 
dataset . In Chapter 4. we discuss what corrections have to be made for Plescot 
and f\liner (1981) albedo data set to infer 1J1m albedo for opacity calculations. \Ve 
were able to estimate opacity for the duration of the mapping mission in several re-
gions. \Ye obtain values that are consistent \Yith the Viking Lander and Pathfinder 
ob ervation . Atmospheric opacities for the polar regions exhibit storm and polar 
hood activitie . Simultaneous observations of opacity at 111m by the :\lOLA and 
9J1m by the i\IGS Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) support the value of fun-
damental visible-to-IR scaling factor of 2.5 during the dust storm season. However. 
we have ob erved large deviations from this factor. especia!l~- in the southern winter. 
\ ' isible-to-IR scaling depends on the particle size distribution of suspended dust in the 
atmosphere. Increased value of the ratio suggests an enrichment in smaller particle 
sizes ( < 211m). An algorithm for an aerosol scale height calculation is presented. It is 
based on the observations of opacit_v on large topographic features. such as 01.\·mpus 
f\Ions. Alba Patera and Hellas Basin. Dust scale heights were calculated on the slopes 
of Alba Patera and walls of Bellas Basin. \i\iater clouds. formed during the southern 
winter. were observed near the Ol_vmpus f\ lons. 
1.4.2 Surface albedo 
One of the primary scientific objective of the f\IOLA investigation is to compile a 
map of normal surface albedo at the f\lOLA wavelength. vVe will discuss an algo-
rithm which employs the 9ttm total dust opacity and water ice opacity derived by 
Smith et al. ( 1999b) to infer the total atmospheric opacity at the f\'IOLA wavelength 
and remove atmospheric attenuation from a reflectivity measurement. The necessary 
opacity values were kindl~- supplied to us by f\1. Smith and J. Pearl or the TES team. 
This algorithm is based on the visible to IR dust opacity scaling ratio. Although 
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t he primary goal of the reftecti,·ity stud~· was to compile the a lbedo map of l\ lars. 
lack of quality simultaneous observations b~· both l\ IOLA and TES instruments did 
not allO\Y us to address this problem in complete detail. Sat uration of the reftectiYity 
measurement. which is discussed in Chapter -1. pren'nted t he l\ IOLA instrument from 
measuring all of the planet's reftecti,·it.y. After an increase in tota l atmospheric opacity 
during the dust storm season. r-.. IOLA collected unsaturated reflectivity measurements 
from about. 70% of t he surface. vVork to employ TES dust opacity measurements for 
the calculation of the normal a lbedo at the l\ IOLA wavelength is cont inuing. \\'e 
present only some initia l steps towards this goal. 
1.5 Summary 
This study addressed some issues relevant to the past and present climate on l\ lars. 
using data from the l\ Iars Orbiter Laser Altimeter. The }.lOLA instrument was 
intended a..q a Yery precise geophysical tool to assess the shape and topograph~· of 
the planet }.Iars. \\'e hope that we han' demonstrated utility of the instrument to 
shed some light onto the evolut ion of t he ice caps. \vhich pertains to the climatic 
evolution of the planet. Opacity maps provided by t he l\IOLA can be used together 
with the TES opacity maps. Differences between the l J.Lm and 9Jlm opacity bear some 
information on t he part icle size distribut ion of the suspended aerosols in the l\Ia rt ian 
atmosphere. Finally. the lJlm albedo map of l\ lars can be used for mineralogical 
studies and in at mospheric models. 
Chapter 2 Martian Ice Caps 
I\Iart ian polar deposits pla~· a ver~· important role in the c~'cles of the major con-
stituents in the atmosphere: C02. water and dust. However. ver~· little is known 
about composit ion of t he polar deposits or about dust and icP annual budgets ( Thomas 
et al. (1992)). Results from the }.Jars Global Surveyor mission greatly enha nces our 
knm\'ledge about both :\ort h and Sout h Ice Caps. This chapter will de. cribe the 
ob ·ervations of topograph~· of North and South Polar Layered Deposits b~· the I\Iars 
Orbiter Laser Alt imeter. A precise geometrical form of the polar layered deposits is 
now knmvn. V·/e \Vill present. a sublimation model for the evolut ion of the ice caps 
a nd compare the shape of the caps obtained from this model with lOLA topography 
observation of the North and South Polar Regions. The sublimation model devel-
oped in this work allows us to address the question of the t ime scale of the formation 
of the ice caps. Our simple sublimation model suggests bounds of 1mil-100mil years 
for the t ime scale for the formation of the observed ice caps on I\ Iars. These bounds 
are greater than periods of currently known orbital variations. 
A major part of the material presented in the following chapter will be published 
m t he special I\ lars Polar Science Issue of Icarus (Ivanov and I\luhleman (2000)). 
Some materia l was also discussed as a part of I\ lOLA Science Team papers: Zuber 
et. a l. (199 a) (observations of the North Polar Ice Cap after t he Science Pha<;ing 
Orbit ) and Smit h et a l. (1999a) (global topography of I\Iars and first observations 
of t he South Polar La~·ered deposits). 
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2.1 Introduction 
I\lajor questions about .\Iars concem the origin a nd the eyofution of tlw permanent 
icc caps in terms of their topographical shapes. their masse~ a nd their future config-
urations. The icC' caps were first observed in the end of the 17th century by Cassini. 
Particularly during the last 3 decades we learned by means of ground based and 
spacecra ft obserYations that the:'-: pia)· an extremely important role in regulating the 
climate of I\Iars. It is well known that the:'-· are acting as a reservoir for C02 and 
ma:'-·be for \Vater a nd dust. 
The first to recognize the importa nce of the ice caps in regulating the climate of 
.\Iars v>as the model h:'-· Leighton and ~Iurray (19GG). I\Iore detailed and thorough 
theoretical studies of the climatic history of I\Iars can be found in Toon et. al. ( 19~0) . 
who analyzed effects of the ac;tronomical variations on the atmosphere of .\ Iars. The 
climatic histor)· of I\ Iars is close!)· rela ted to t he most enigmatic feature of the ice 
caps: the polar la)·ered deposit. (PLD). A general discussion on PLDs can be found in 
Thomas et a!. (1992). Their composition (e.g .. dust / ice ratio) and rates of formation 
are still unknown. Various theories of their origin and evolution were discussed in 
papers by Squyres (1979). Howard et a!. (1982) and Cutts and Lewis (1982). I\Iost 
authors agree that layered terrain are formed b:'-· deposition of dust and water ice. 
a nd then exposed b:'-· erosion under the sun and wind. 
I\Iariner 9 and Viking Orbiter spacecrafts have proYided some insight into the 
topography and composition of the ice caps. The composition of the ice caps was 
determined by the Viking Infrared Thermal _ Iapper (IRTI\I ). :Kieffer eta!. (197Ga). 
These data showed the residual Northern Ice Cap to be composed of water ice. Di-
rect confirmation of this re ult came from the .\Iars Atmospheric \Yater Detection 
(I\ IA\ \TD ) experiment. Farmer et a!. (1976). I\ IA\\-D observed an enhanced water va-
por abundance over the _ orth Pole during the summer time. when all the C02 frost 
i. gone and most of the area of t he residual cap is exposed. Dzurisin and Blasius 
(1975) used stereogrammetry and occultation data to create topographic maps and 
estimated the thickness of the lavered depos its at -! to G km. Later. I\Ialin (19 G) 
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suggested that tlw maximum thickness i, 5km along the ridgf at - o T I . . 
The detailed shape of the 1\orth Polar Ice Cap (-·pre ) has been measured to 
high accuracy with the I\ Iars Orbiter La<>er Altimeter (I\ IOLA) instrument on the 
l\Iars Global Surveyor (I\IGS). The general instrument description can be found in 
Zuber ft al. (1992). First observations of the Northern Hemisphere topography werf 
published in Zuber et al. (199 a). The first global topography results arc published 
in Smith et al. ( 1999a). The topography of both caps has been well am pled with 
nadir-Yiewing tracks for latitudes south of 87° . The remainder of the caps to the 
pole wa. sampled in 10 tracks spread OYer the complete longitude range. To zeroth 
order. topograph~· of both caps is parabolic in shape and extends down to a latitude 
of about 80° (Fig. 2.1). 
The details of the cap as revealed b~· I\ IOLA include troughs and layering as w('ll 
as large scale asymmetries such as Chasma Boreale. Even without knowing the origin 
of the ice cap we can safe!~· sa~· that its current configuration is due to the combined 
forces of elastic displacements and ablation due to sublimation from the ice surface 
over t lw rangf of annual equilibrium temperatures at a given latitude. The latter 
effect would be modified by local \vinds. surface roughness. etc. 
In this paper we consider the effects of ablation through sublimation on the current 
shape of the P IC. vVe used the model to calculate the thickness of the water ice layer 
sublimated and deposited onto the residual ice cap over one I\ Iartian year. The model 
was cycled for the equivalent of millions of years. The results of the model simulations 
were compared to the I\IOLA topography. \Ve have been able to reproduce the overall 
shape of the cap and details of selected troughs. \Ye include in this investigation a 
discussion of the estimation of ablation time scales and th(' major difficulties in making 
such estimates. \Ye have not attempted the development of a definitive model of the 
evolution of the cap with accurat(' time scales. The primary goal of the paper is to 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2 Topography data 
:\lars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (l\lOLA) inst rument has presented us a long awaited 
opportunity to measure the alt imetry of the rorth Polar icr cap ( PIC) and t he 
South Polar Ice Cap (SPIC) of tvlars. Scieuce data campaigns consist of several large 
separated periods of time due to aerobraking. problems with one of the solar panels. 
high-gain antenna release. etc. A summary of periods when topography data were 
taken and corresponding acronyms is presented in Table 2.1 
Name Time period ~PIC data SPIC data 
Hiatus 9/ 15/ 97- 11/ 6/ 97 Only the edge No 
Science Phasing Orbit 1 3/ 2 / 9 -4/ 2 / 9 Yes 0 
(SP01 ) 
Science Phasing Orbit 2 5/ 28/ 9 -7/ 30/ 9 Yes .0 
(SP02) 
Bonus. pre-mapping 2/ 2 / 99-3/ 26/ 99 Yes Yes 
!\lapping 4/ 2/ 99 - 1/ 01 (planned) Yes Yes 
Table 2.1: Periods of science data campaigns and corresponding acron~rms 
During the Science Phasing Orbits (SPO) period a lit t le less than 200 t racks were 
obtained and all of them crossed the NPIC. Geometry of the orbit and limitations on 
l\ lOLA range allowed only observation of regions north of equator. Dense coverage. 
comparable to expected during mapping. was obt ained for regions north of about 
60°1Y . Due to the orbit inclination of the l\ lars Global Surveyor spacecraft. :\lOLA 
was only able to measure topography up to about 86.3°N. Fort uuately, 10 times 
during the SPO period t he spacecraft was t ilted towards the ·orth Pole (by "" 50°) 
and collected altimetr~· across the center of the ice cap. This maneuver partiall~' filled 
the gap in coverage and measured the maximum t hickness of the PIC. First anal~·sis 
of t he NP IC topography is presented in Zuber et al. (199 a). All of the tracks are 
shown in Fig. 2.2. Zuber et a l. (199 a) performed an interpolation of all l\IOLA 
data to a 1 km spatial resolution grid uorth of 75° · to the pole. \\·e present t:wo 
3D renderings of this grid in Fig. 2.3 with a mosaic of Viking summer images of the 
::\orth Pole draped over the :\·lOLA topography. 
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Figure 2.2: MOLA coverage of the North Polar Region at. the end of Science Phasing 
Orbit (north of 70° shown from ooE longitude) . Inclination of the spacecraft orbit 
allowed f\ lOLA to measure topography up to about 86.3° r at normal incidence. In 
addition .. lOLA was able to collect cross section through the center ice cap. when 
the spacecraft ,,.as t ilted tmvards the center of the PIC. 
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A 
Figure 2.3: Three- dimensional view on the I\lartian Polar Region north of 75°N. The 
\"orth Pole is a t the center of these images. The topography grid is compiled from the 
lOLA data by G. ieumann (see Zuber et a l. (1998a)). Viking I\Iosaic of summer 
images taken by Viking spacecraft. shown over the topography. Elevation range here is 
about 3km. Vert ical exaggeration is 1:200. View in a) is shown from 90°E longit ude. 
T his rendering displays significant asymmetries between left and right (as seen on 
this vie"'") parts of the cap. Dark area 0 11 the right side is Olympia Planitia - huge 
dune formation. View in b) is shown from 180°E. Olympia Plani t ia. is before the ice 
cap in this view. Notice general parabolic shape of the ice cap from t his point. 
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The MOLA instrument initiated near-continuous global profiling of Iars on Febru-
ary, 28, 1999, and started providing data over both northern and southern hemi-
spheres. Again, the geometry of the orbit did not allow observations of the center of 
the ice caps. A specially designed maneuver to tilt the spacecraft towards both polar 
regions was performed during the mapping campaign. It is now possible to compile 
a complete topographic grid for the whole planet, including the poles. Topography 
grid for the SPIC after a month of mapping is shown in Fig. 2.5. 
The maximum thickness of the ice cap, measured relative to the surrounding 
plains, is about 2.7 km. This value is observed right at the pole (90°N). As we 
mentioned earlier, the cross-sectional form of the ice cap is roughly parabolic (e.g., 
Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.3b). This is similar to the form of large ice sheets on Earth, such 
as the Antarctica ice sheet. In that case, the topography is caused by the rheology of 
the "warm" ice. 
Almost all the tracks over the ice caps have crossed troughs in the polar layered 
deposits. The depth of the troughs varies greatly. The deepest troughs are about 1 
km deep and cut the layered deposits to almost the level of the surrounding plains. 
It was known from previous observations that equator facing walls are steeper than 
north facing slopes. MOLA observations showed south facing slopes to be of order 
4° - 7° and north facing slopes 2° - 4°. 
Chasma Borealis is a large reentrant trough, which cuts the PIC almost in 
two. It is slightly elevated over the surrounding plains ('"" 200m) and is 600 km 
long. Elevation of the floor in Chasma Borealis only varies by about 200m. Various 
mechanisms were proposed to explain its formation including catastrophic discharge 
of melted water by Clifford (1987) and erosion by winds Howard (1998). Symmetric 
from Chasma Borealis across the pole is the Olympia Planitia - a huge dune field . 
Its origin is also unknown. It was proposed in Zuber et al. (1998a) that Olympia 
Planitia is the remnant ice from an ancient larger ice cap. These deposits may now 
be covered by dunes and preserved. 
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Figure 2.4: Polar stereographic projection showing the high resolution digital topo-
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Figure 2.5: Polar stereographic projection showing the high resolution digital topo-
graphic model of the South polar region from latitude 70° S to the pole (Smith et al. 
(1999a)). 
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2.3 Sublimation model 
In this section we will describe the sublimation model and discuss its limitations. Our 
discussion builds on early works on the general problem by Ingersoll (1970), Toon 
et al. (1980) and Haberle and Jakosky (1990). There are two processes involved 
in sublimating water vapor: turbulent transfer and convective evaporation. The 
sublimation process depends to some extent on the Martian atmosphere near the ice 
surface, which is essentially pure C02 gas. If the Martian ice were in a pure vacuum 
(such as the case for the ring particles at Saturn), the water loss rate at any instant 
of time could be computed using the expression from kinetic theory 
dM ~ 
dt = -Psat(T)y 2;kT' (2.1) 
where d:t is the water mass loss rate per unit surface area in gjcm2js, Psat(T) is 
the water saturation vapor pressure over ice at temperature T , mw is the mass of a 
water molecule and k is the Boltzmann constant. Eq. 2.1 is derived by assuming the 
water vapor very near the surface is saturated with a velocity distribution given by 
the Maxwell distribution. The flow of water molecules from the surface is given by the 
integral over the vertical velocity from 0 to oo. At any given epoch there is a vertical 
distribution of water vapor in the Martian C02 atmosphere which was measured for 
the north polar region during the Viking mission and reported by Farmer and Doms 
(1979), Jakosky and Farmer (1982) (see also a more recent discussion by Jakosky 
and Haberle (1992)). The effect of the atmospheric water vapor would be to slow 
down the sublimation rate. If the partial pressure of the water vapor, PH2o(t), is 
greater than Psat(T) , then condensation of water occurs on the surface and the cap 
grows. The "t" in the argument of PH2o refers to time during the Martian season. 
Eq. (2.1) should become 
(2.2) 
where PH2o(t) - the ambient partial pressure of water vapor, is a function of season 
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on ?-.Iars. mu· - molecular mass of water. T - t he surface temperature. is assumed to 
be equal for the surface and atmosphere adjacent to the surface. 
The variation of t he water Yapor over t he NPIC is probabl~· di rect )~· connected 
to the annual cycle of water vapor from the cap to the atmosphere. This could in 
principle be included as a feedback mechanism in our calculations . but. would greatly 
complicate the problem. In this stud~· we used Viking-like water \·apor cycle. which 
was oiJserved b~· the J\IAWD instrument. Jakosk~· and Farmer (19 2) . This cycle L 
parameterized in Eq. (2.4) . 
\1\'e believe that Eq. (2.2) '''otild be a good estimator of dd~1 except for the im-
portant effects of the C02 atmosph€'re. '''inds. turbulence and th€' IJ uo~·ancy effects 
of the lighter H20 molecules in the C02 atmosphere. The buoyanc~· efl'ect would ap-
parent )~· diminish th€' loss rate. and turbulence would reduc<" this effect by removing 
water ,·apor from the near surface. The dependence 0 11 Tin Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) 
is exponent ia l in Psat (T ) of the form 
Psat(T ) =Co* exp( - C'J/T ). (2.3) 
where C0 and C1 are known constants. Consequently. the temperature T dependence 
in the radica l of Eq. (2.2) is relatively unimportant. The water vapor partial pressure 
term above the laminar layer in Eq. (2.5) is taken to be (in mbars) 
PH2o(t) = 1.3 * 10- 3 + 1.3 * 10-3 * sin(Ls(t)), (2.4) 
corresponding to 70 pr.Jlm of water vapor at the northern summer solstice (Ls = 90°) 
and 0 pr.Jlm of water at the winter solstice (Ls = 270°). L is the aeroc€'ntric 
longitude of the Sun. It is a convenient measure of seasons on I\la rs. We do not 
consider sublimation or condensation of water ice during oc < L ., < 80° in the model. 
:\o sublimation will occur during t his period due to extremeb· cold temperatures and 
C02 blanketing. \\·e neglect condensation during this period as most of the water 
vapor had likely conden ed in the fall and beginning of the winter (L. = 180° - 360°). 
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\\ie also assume negligible water t ransport from lower latit ude to the ice cap. \Vater 
coming from the lower latitudes will condense and fall out before it reaches 80° · . 
Cnfortunately. there are no .l\1A\VD observations for t his period of t ime. but we can 
safely assume that the amount of water vapor during winter is small. vVe hope to 
use 1\lars Global Surveyor Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) temperature and 
water vapor opacit~· observations to support this assumption. 
\\"e argue in section 2.4 t hat the meteorological terms listed above essent ially scale 
the dJU j dt term in Eq. (2.2). significant ly slowing t he loss rate without affecting t he 
shape of the ice cap. That is. we assume that the loss rate is given by 
(2.5) 
where D is very nearl~· a constant for t he 1\lart ian polar region and a function of wind 
speed (ux. u). surface roughness (z0 ) and a weak function of temperature (T ) (see 
Appendix 2.1). In an~· case. t he temperature dependence in Eq. (2.5) is contained 
overwhelming!~· in the exponent ial term in the saturation vapor pressure. D here 
defines only t he t ime scale. The derivation of an expressiou very similar to that in Eq. 
(2.5) is presented in Appendix 2.1. In fact. it can be shown that Eq. (2.5 ) is similar 
to expression dd~I = 0.002Pu·u . which was used in other works (e.g .. Ingersoll (1970). 
Toon et al. (19 0). Haberle and J akosk~, (1990)). This equation was developed and 
used for t reating evaporation problems over Earth ·s oceans. Previous authors did 
not justify the use of t his equation for sublimation of 1\lars· ice caps. This work 
(see Appendi.-x 2.1) shows how a similar equation can be derived. It also provides 
analysis for t he value of the constant drag coefficient ("' 0.002). We actually did 
our calculations of the evolution of the ice cap using Eq. (2.5) with D = 1.0. This 
necessarib· leads to an ablation t ime scale t hat is too short. Vie 'vill address the 
problem of the t ime scaling in section 2.4 . 
\\·r compute the loss of \Yater from t he cap over one 1\ lartian ~·ear usmg the 
current obliqui t~· of 1\lars of 25.2° even though it has not been constant during the 
evolution of the NPIC. In summing over tlw 1\'lartian year we assume an orbit with 
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eccentricity equal to 0.093-1 (current Yalue). Variations of obliquity and eccentricity 
haw a considerable effect on the f\Iartian climate. To account for all the effects of 
Yariable orbit. we would have to introduce response of atmosphere and '':ater cycle. 
The sublimation model would become extremely complicated. The orbital model in 
this work represents a good approximation for the major goal of this paper - the 
shape of the ice cap. Ablation time scale will be more affected b~· considering a real 
orbit . \Ye discuss the effect of obliquity cycle on sublimation results in section 2 .4. 
\Ve start the model calculation with a uniformly thick layer of ice (2.3 km) down 
to a latitude of 80°N. Numerical tests using a starting latitude for the cap of 70°~ 
~·ielded essentially the same results. because the ice cover rapidly vanishes at these 
lower latitudes. Cnder an~· reasonable assumption of the initial cap thickness there is 
li ttle variation in the final thickness right at the pole. Thus. the initial thickness wa'3 
selected to match the observations. The shape of the initial deposit. a rectangle or 
a parabola. does not influence our final results. except for different number of model 
cycle required to reach the final shape. Any shape with a constant second derivative 
will relax eventually to a parabolic shape due to latitudinall~· Yarying insolation. 
Using a Bond a lbedo of 0.5 we compute the equilibrium temperature at 150 lat-
it ude points from 80° to the pole. The surface temperature is a function of time 
and location of an individual point on the surface. It is found from a simple radiative 
energ~· balance: 
-t d.U 
e7T (t, B) = (1- a)l .uarscos(B)- Ldt(t. T). (2.6) 
where e7- Stefan-Boltzmann constant: I 1\lars - is the solar constant at :\lars = 590H "jm 2 : 
L i the latent heat of ice = 2.8 * 106 J / kg : a - albedo of the surface = 0.5 (in troughs 
we decreased the albedo b:v about lOo/c ): (} - angle of local Sun incidence. ,.,·hich takes 
into account the latitude of a single point on f\lars and the local slope. Thermal iner-
tia for ice is relatively large. but we assume that it will have a small effect compared 
to other terms in Eq. (2.6). \Ve set the surface temperature to the C02 condensation 
temperature of 150 K whenever the equilibrium temperature falls below this value. 
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The loss of water over the l\ la rtian year is then multiplied b~· 10 and the shape of the 
cap is adjusted a~ a function of latitude. Since the calculation is done with D=l.O in 
Eq. (2.5). our integration step would be 10 t-.Iartian years. \Ye will shm\· in section 
2...1 t hat D is less than unity and t he step is significant !~· greater than 10 years. The 
calculation is then repeated with the new shape of the cap. including t he detailed 
local angle of incidence of the Sun which is alwa~· greater than the latitude (except 
in a trough). 
The second mechanism is convective evaporation. It occurs because molecules of 
water are lighter than C02 . This mechanism has been described iu Ingersoll (1970). 
diU QB. * g 
( 
- ) 1/ 3 
dt = 0.17 * Pu· D' 7 (2.7) 
where Pu· - water vapor mass density: D' - diffusion coefficient of \Yater Yapor in C02 : 
§p_ = .J.JP. 26P~~"26P : v - ,·iscosity of C02 . This formulation assumes negligible amounts P co2 - u· • 
of water vapor over the surface. Our calculations show that convective evaporation 
is not. important for the temperature range that we are considering in thi, paper 
(150-210K). 
The average effect of sublimation and condensation is for the southern edge of the 
cap to retreat northward . for the cap to grow at the pole and for the general shape to 
approach a parabola of revolution about the North Pole. T~·pical shapes of the cap 
for different number of cycles are shown in Fig. 2.6. 
\:Ve consider the formation and evolution of the dark troughs in separate calcula-
tions by decreasing the Bond albedo in a lat it ude band b~· a few percent . sa.' · to 0.48. 
A typical final trough shape is shown in Fig. 2.13. Comparisons of the modeled ice 
cap and trough with the ~lOLA topograph~· profiles is discussed in section 2.5. 
2.4 Timescales 
In order to estimate a meaningful t ime scale. or bounds on that scale. for thr ablation 
evolution of the PIC. we must estimate D in Eq. (2.5). D is t he factor. less than 
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Figure 2.6: Sample output from the sublimation model. Several consecutive cycles 
are shown. Initial condition is 2.3 km thick ice cap. One cycle is one .. model _vear·· 
x 10 l\lartian years x F. where F is bounded between 12 x 103 and 60 x 103 . Thus. 
one c.\'cle is bounded by 120 and 600 thousand l\lartian :vears. See section 2.4 for 
d iscussion of t he time scale . 
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unity. that slows the sublimation relat ive to the sit uation of ice ill a vacuum. From 
Eq. (2.24) in the appendix and Eq. (2.5) 
_ ,/ 2rtmu·A 
D - y kT u, (2.8) 
where A is the 'drag· coefficient at height .2 and u is a measure of the wind speed 
at that height. Research on t he Earth's surface and iu wind tunnels led Jakob 
(1957) (see also Priestley (1959)) to adopt a value of A = 0.0022 at ..z """ 1 meter. 
Pei.,-xoto and Oort. (1992) state that A = 0.0013 over oceans. which are. of course. 
ver~· smooth. Paterson (1994)( pg. 66) sugge ts the use of 0.002 for ic~· surfaces. \Ye 
will tentatively .. adopt .. a Yalue of A = 0.002 with the realizat ion that u is even more 
uncertain. Based on Viking Lander measurements. a reasonable minimum value is 
u "' 1 m/ s and a practical maximum u "' 5 mj s. The winds may be much higher 
OYer the NPIC. speeding up the ablation process. and are probably rarely as lov.; as 1 
m/ s. Using A = 0.002 and ·u = 1m/ s in Eq. (2 .8) . D = 1.65 X 10-5 . using u = 5m/ s. 
D = .25 x 10-j. Consequently. we adopt as reasonable bounds 
1.65 X 10- 5 < D < 8.25 X 10- 5 . (2.9) 
Thus. one model cycle is equivalent to 10 t\lartian years and multiplied by a factor F 
1 
12 X 103 < F = D < 60 X 103. (2.10) 
\"'Ie feel that the lower bound of 12 x 103 is much more likely since the winds over the 
~PIC are probably greater than 5 m/s. For example. the NPIC evolution time from 
the initial configuration of a uniform ice sheet dmvn to a latitude of 80° illustrated 
in Fig. 2.8 (quadrant 90) requires 53 model cycles. One model cycle is equivalent to 
10 i\Iartian years multiplied by factor F from Eq. (2.10). Thus. one cycle is bounded 
between 120 and 600 thousand i\Iartian years and the timescale for NPIC evolution 
in quadrant 90 roughly falls in the range 6.4 - 31.8 million l'dartian years. Fig. 2.8 is 
discussed in more detail in section 2.5. 
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Large variations of obliquity (e.g .. Toon et al. (1980)) will influence our t imescales. 
vVe present in Fig. 2.7 model runs for three different Yalues of l\lars obliquit.\·: 0". 
25.2" (current) and 40". According to our model. evaporation rates reach 1.3 mm/ year 
during high obliquity periods. This rate is much higher than condensation rates 
during lower obliquity periods. when the ice cap tends to grow. Hence. the ice cap 
rapidly recedes during the high obliquity port ion of the cycle and does not restore 
water ice lost. during t he low port iou of obliquity c_vcle. \Ve suggest that timescales 
used in this work would bc shorter due to this effect . ote t hat we used Eq. (2.5) to 
calculate evaporat ion rates for different obliquit ies. 
Water loss for different obliquities 
0.15 
-0.05 -----'----'--~~----'-------........_----'-- -----~~-
80 82 84 86 88 90 
Latitude, deg 
Figure 2. /: Evaporatiou/ condensation ra tes from the sublimation model runs for 
.\Iars· obliquit~· equal to 0". 25.2" and 40" as a function of latitude. l\lodel runs 
\\·ere performed assuming surface wind speed of 5 m/ s (see Eq. (2.8)). During high 
obliquit)· cycles ice evaporates much faster. then it condenses back on the cap during 
low obliquity cycles. 
It is difficult to estimate t he possible errors in t he calculation of the atmospheric 
drag coefficient D that have accumula ted from t he ideas presented here and in t he 
Appendix 2.1. Trul~· meaningful estimates of the ablation times for a careful com-
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parison with the plastic flow times will require many more measurements (e.g .. local 
wind measurements) on t he surface of l\Iars. and indeed. on t he ice caps t hemselves. 
However. we firm}~· believe that the time scale is relatively unimportant for the anal-
ysis of the current shapes of the caps and the troughs, t he major goal of this paper. 
l\ lodel itself should be developed further to include orbital variations. water cycle. 
etc. 
2.5 Results 
2.5.1 General form of the ice cap 
The output of the sublimation model is a set of the ice cap profiles as a function of 
t ime. Vve have compared this output with the topography data taken b~· the l\IOLA 
over the ice cap. Four different quadrants \verc chosen: around 0°E. 90°E. 180°E 
and 270°E. Selection of these four quadrants will allo"'. us to simulate all types of 
terrain within the ice cap. For each of these quadrants a profile was taken along 
the corresponding longitude in the ~'lOLA gridded dataset . The output sublimation 
model profiles are plotted over the l\10LA data in Fig. 2.8. 
· ote. that two different numbers of model cycles were required to obtain these 
fits. Same number of cycles ''va<> required for quadrants 0 and 180 and a different one 
for quadrants 90 and 270. We have no explanat ion for the strong as_vmmetr:· of the 
current residual cap. Some speculative ideas are presented below. 
Quadrant 0. This is the most difficult area of the ice cap to explain with an:r 
model. because Chasma Borealis cuts through this area . An interesting fact is t hat 
the topography profile measured north of 84.5°~ latitude is symmetrical across the 
pole along the 0/ 180 longitude (see Fig. 2.9). This profile is consistent with the 
sublimation model results (cycle # 155) . shown in Fig. 2.8. Slopes in t he 80° -82°\" 
region are consistent. ·with model profile. which requires less cycles (cycle # 40. in Fig. 
2.9). The central part of the NPIC requires more sublimation model cycles than the 
south areas of the cap in this quadrant. The part of the ice cap north of Chasma 
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Figure 2.8: The shape of the ice cap from the sublimation model (dashed red line) over 
the averaged MOLA data (solid black line). Dashed blue line shows the initial state of 
the ice cap. MOLA data are taken from the gridded dataset along the corresponding 
longitudes and downsampled to 0.1° resolution. Origin of areas south of 84°N in 
quadrants 0 and 180 can not be explained by sublimation modeL 
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Borealis may be older and the south portion may represent a younger ice cap. This 
cap could be analogous to the offset of the south residual ice cap. This ''second cap/' 
suggested by the outer model profile in Fig. 2.9, is also symmetrical to the Olympia 
Planitia region large dune field . Related to this problem is the plateau, best seen 
in Fig. 2.3a. It spans roughly ooE to 60°E along 82° latitude, about 60km wide. 
I one of the model profiles were able to fit this region. The formation of both regions 
may be related to some large scale atmospheric asymmetries, which are yet to be 
discovered. Another hypothesis put forward by Smith et al. (1999a) and Fishbaugh 
and Head (1999) suggests that cap was actually bigger early in the history. Due to 
total material loss, the cap shrunk leaving large asymmetries seen near the cap. These 
asymmetries could also be related to the topography under the ice cap. otice that 
in Fig. 2.3 the south edge of the cap is about 500m higher than the Olympia Planitia. 
Quadrant 90. This model profile generally fits the surface very well with the 
exception of the region around 86°N. This is the "plateau" region discussed above. 
The 53rd cycle of the sublimation model is the best fit to the data and is equal to 
53 x 10 x F Martian years. Since we bounded F in the range between 12 x 103 and 
60 x 103 (see discussion in section 2.4) , the time scale required for profile formation 
in this quadrant is between 6.4 and 32 million years. However, sublimation is not the 
only process responsible for the formation of the shape. We will discuss other factors 
which might influence the shape in section 2.7. 
Quadrant 180. This profile is well represented by the model's 155th cycle. It 
is the same number of cycles required to t he topography profile in the Quadrant 0. 
Fits in quadrants 0 and 180 were performed independently. This profile is apparently 
relatively older then the profile in quadrant 90, because of the larger number of cycles 
in the sublimation model required to fit the MOLA data. Following the logic described 
in the previous paragraph, we can bound the timescale between 19 and 93 million 
years. 
Quadrant 270. It is very similar and symmetrical to Quadrant 90. However, there 
is no "plateau" area, except for a terrace between 84°N and 85°N. 
We would like to point out again how symmetrical the ice cap is, at least north 
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of 4°~. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show l\IOLA data for tracks 40-l and -!15. which eros · 
the ice cap roughly along longitudes 15000 E-330°E and 90cE-1 ocE respectiveh· and 
are almost perpendicular to each other. Tlw sublimation model results show (Fig. 
2.10) that 60 cycles were required to match the topograph~· (especially outer edges) 
of the cap from track 415. However. the centra l part is also consistent with output 
from c:vcle # 110. C:vcle 155 is the single best fit for the track along profile 404 (see 
Fig. 2.9). Possible explanations from the point of view of the sublimation model 
are that the central part of the ice cap (north of "' 5°N) wru subjected to a different 
sublimat ion rate or was formed before the areas south of 4° · down to 0°N. The 
reasons for both of these explanations are not yet understood. 
\Ve stopped c~·cling the model when the simulated profile matched the measured 
shape of the ice cap. Howen•r. model does not reach a stead~· state in this ca..se. It 
will continue to grow ice in the center and to sublimate at the edges. At some point. 
the cap will become mechanically unstable and start flowing outv;ards at much faster 
rates than it currently does. Hence. it ,,·ill relax to more stable state. 
The sublimation model appears to characterize \·a.rious l\IOLA cuts across the ice 
cap very well. However. this is a very simple approach to the problem. \\"e must 
also consider possible effects of pla..stic flow. underlying topograph~· and atmospheric 
as~·mmetries . 
2.5.2 Form of the troughs 
In this section I will describe morphological anal~·si. of the troughs. that have been 
performed using l\IOLA gridded data set. Previous researchers (Blasius et al. (1982). 
Herkenhoff and l\lurra~· (1990)) employed stereo pairs and photogrammetrical analysis 
to calculate trough walls" depth and slope. This approach suffered from lack of 
information about the a lbedo contrast inside the troughs and could be made for only 
a limited number of troughs. where stereo images were available. 
For our anal:vsis we used l\IOLA topography grid compiled from passes completed 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.75km/ pixel). 194 profiles were manuall)· measured across the troughs. The)· are 
shmvn in Fig. 2.11. Profiles were extracted from the grid to measure slope and height 
of north and south walls. Each trough was approximated as V-shape. It is a good 
first order approximation. even though many troughs have exhibited complex shapes 
with a lot of curvature. Two examples of trough shapes are shown in Fig. 2.12. 
Even though it was hard to define an ··average·· trough. I have found one that closely 
corresponds to average parameters of the compiled statistics. It is shown in Fig. 2.12a. 
This trough is a good example of the structure that can be observed elsewhere. The 
lOOm from the bottom of the trough is bowl shaped, with almost equal slopes on both 
sides. Then slopes on both north and south sides break. South facing slope increases 
and north facing slope decreases. A complex trough example (Fig. 2.12b) is located 
at 86k'N. It is wider than the ··average·· slope and exhibits a central hill. This form 
''"as suggested by Squyres ( 1979). arguing that trough movement towards the pole 
would leave a similar topography signature. 
This dataset of trough shapes allowed compilation of some simple statistics on 
wall slopes and depths. Results are shown in Table 2.2. As expected. the south 
facing wall (or north wall) is generally higher than the north facing slope (or south 
wall) and has a larger slope. because it receives more sunlight and hence sublimates 
more material. The variance is high on all the numbers. which reflects a large \'ariety 
of slope characteristics. It is very hard to define an ··average·· trough. Processes that 
form troughs also differ in magnitude. depending on location of the trough within the 
ice cap. For example. troughs that are located on the edges of the cap are more likely 
to be eroded by winds. Troughs that are located inside the ice cap were possibly 
shaped by sublimation and deposition of the material as well as wiud erosion. 
Depth. m Slope. deg 
North slope (south facing) 509 ± 255 4.2 ± 2.6 
South slope (north facing) 285 ± 146 1.9 ± 1.1 
Table 2.2: Statistical analysis of trough wall depths and slopes on the basis of 194 
profile measurements. All numbers are giveu with corresponding standard deviation. 
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+ - + 
Figure 2.11 : Locations of the trough profiles. that were used for the ana lysis in this 
work. over the Viking Image ~Iosaic of t he . T ort h Polar Region . The image is in polar 
stereographic projection from 80°. · latitude. o trough measurements were available 
north of 7°N. since there are onl:y 20 :l\lOLA t racks in this region and grid resolut ion 
is w ry poor . 
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Trough at 16.13E, 80.44N. Azimuth 6 .17 
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Figure 2.12: Two different trough profiles are shown alo11g with location and azimuth. 
a) ··Average·· trough. b) Complex trough. Dots represent topography values from 
the gridded dataset . Solid line is a smoothed profile of the t rough obtained from the 
grid. Vertical exaggeration 1: 15. 
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The goal of this analysis wa<; to stud~· slope vs. depth relationship and compare 
it with results from sublimation modeling. Fig. 2.14 displays this relationship and 
compares ob erYed characteristics of the trough with the results of trough evolution 
in the sublimation model. It is eas~· to observe linear trends for both north and south 
slopes. It is clear that as trough grows deeper. the wall slopes increa<se on both sides. 
Viking Orbiter photographs ha,·e shown that troughs have an albedo contrast 
relat iw to the residual ice cap due to an enhanced dust / ice ratio in the layered 
deposits. vVe introduced such albedo contrasts in our model. At an arbitrary time 
step of the model the a lbedo for 3 grid points was Jmyered by some small amount. 
Such contrast could have been formed by an atmospheric current depositing dust 
across the ice cap. Another possibilit~· is that a small trough formed on the ice cap 
by some other process and acted as a dust trap. Temperatures on grid points with 
lower albedo were obYiously higher and hence the sublimation rates were greater. A 
distinctive slope structure is also created. 
The results of a model with a trough are shown at Fig. 2.13. To create this 
particular trough an albedo contrast of 0.92 x A,a vcas used. Due to an a lbedo 
contrast. ice sublimates much faster than the rest of the ice cap. \Ye have introduced 
the albedo contrast at the 70th cycle in this particular case. Tlw output. of the 97th 
cycle is shown in Fig. 2.13. ~ote that both the overall shape of the cap and the form 
of the trough are matched Yery well. Following the discussion in section 2.-1 on t he 
factor F. we can bound the t ime scale for trough formation between 3 and 16 million 
f\Iartian years. Increased albedo contrast (say 0.875 x Am.) ,,·ill speed up formation 
of the troughs. Our calculations show that a trough can be formed in onl~· 10 C~'cles. 
i.e .. almo t three times as fast. 
ClearlY. \Ve can varY the albedo contrast and the exposure t ime of each particular . . 
trough and essentiall~· fit any trough we want. Fig. 2.14 illustrates comparison 
between the measured parameters of the troughs in the l\IOLA data with the results 
of trough growth simulation in the sublimation model. The model can reproduce 
average depth of the sampled troughs. South facing slopes calculated in the model 















Details of a trough in the North layered deposits 
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Figure 2. 13: Results of the sublimation model run with a trough (dashed line) com-
pared \Yith the l\IOLA topography (solid line). To create this particular trough an 
albedo contrast of 0.92 x A ice was used . Albedo contrast was introduced at 70th cycle 
and was kept in place for 27 cycles. Details of the trough are shown on the insert. 
::Jote good agreement of the model output and overall shape of the ice cap. 















Figure 2.14: Comparison of the main trough parameters measured in the MOLA 
data and the output of the sublimation model. We varied albedo contrast in the 
sublimation model. Lines show the modeled slopes and depths for different albedo 
contrasts and exposure t imes. Points on t he lines are calculated for same albedo 
contrasts. Time of exposure increases along t he line. 
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to underestimate slopes. This is due to the smoothing algorithm we employ in the 
program to avoid 90° slopes, which result from subtracting thicknesses of evaporated 
material at neighboring points on the grid with different albedos. Still the model 
reproduces the distinction between south facing slopes and north facing slopes quite 
well. South facing slopes in the model follow the observed general growth trend in 
the MOLA data. 
2.6 Shape of the South Pole Layered Deposits 
High resolution topography grids now allow direct comparison of north and south 
ice caps and layered deposits. First analysis of the southern ice cap and estimates 
for volume can be found in Smith et al. (1999a). Detailed analysis of the thermal 
inertia and albedo of the south polar layered deposits (SPLD) is presented in Paige 
and Keegan (1994). The albedo of the south layered deposits is higher than that 
of the north polar layered deposits. It is quite likely that SPLD are covered by an 
insulating layer of dust, which prevents the ice caps from sublimating. Cross section 
through the centers of both ice caps along 0°-180° longitude are shown at Fig. 2.15. 
It is apparent that central parts of the ice caps are quite similar in size, at least cuts 
through this particular longitude. Durham (1998) suggested, based on rheological 
properties of C02 ice, that it is not possible to construct ice C02 cap this big. An 
immediate implication of this comparison is similarity of composition of both ice caps. 
This conclusion awaits further examination in the laboratory. 
vVe have applied the sublimation model, discussed above, to the Southern ice cap. 
The results can be seen in Fig. 2.16. The model fits the slopes of the southern ice 
cap fairly well. The number of cycles (130) required to fit this South polar cap slope 
is the same as required for the same longitude cut at the North polar cap. The model 
was not able to reproduce the top of the ice cap and the edge of the cap. The latter 
is probably due to extensive edge erosion, enhanced by the katabatic winds. Clearly, 
sublimation models can not be expected to explain 3° offset of the center of the South 
polar ice cap. We do not know whether this offset is due to a polar wander or details 
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of ·orth and Sout h ice caps topography. South Pole profiles 
is the solid black. Nort h Pole profile is t he dashed line. The upper panel shows relative 
offset (~ 3 deg.) of the South polar cap topography maximum from the real pole. 
On the lower panel. topography of the Sout h polar ice cap is shifted 3° towards the 
t rue pole to emphasize similar sizes of the ice caps. T he slopes on the edges of the 
ice caps are very similar. Vertical exaggeration about 100: 1. 
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of the underlying topograph~· under the ice cap or some other large scale process. 
Since the ' PIC and the South Polar Layered Deposits (SPLD) are similar in size 
and shape. the results of sublimation model for the 1 PIC could have been applied 
for the t he SPLD. However. insolation patterns are significant ly different. Sou them 
summer is hot and short relative to northern summer. Sublimation rate rises expo-
uC"nt ia lly v:i th temperature. The SPLD sublimate away much faster than the 'PIC 
(in thousands of years vs. millions of years). if we assume the same albedo (0.5) as 
for the . 'PIC . The model does not include orbital evolut ion effects. Timescale for 
the SPLD sublimation. similar to the !\PIC. could have onl.v been achieved raising 
albedo to O.G. This is not consistent with the IRTT\1 albedo observations. Albedo of 
t he SPLD is lower. so we can expect higher temperatures on the surface and hence 
more extensive evaporation. \iVe also know from Viking observations that there is 
substantial!~· less amounts of water vapor observed over the South Pole t han over the 
orth Pole. \Ve know that the thermal inert ia of t he surface layer of the SPLD is 
low. suggesting lmv density material on the surface of SPLD. To prevent water ice 
from escaping. an insulating la.ver of dust covers the surface of polar deposits ( Toou 
et a l. (1980) . Hofstadter and T\ lurray (1990)). Relative age estimates. obtained from 
craters by Plaut et al. (1988). suggest older ages for the South polar layered deposits. 
t han for t he . 'orth polar layered deposits. v\'e do not know well composit ion of the 
South polar layered deposits. and it is hard to h~rpothesize on evaporation rates at 
thi point . 
2. 7 Discussion 
\\'e have employed a simple sublimation model to explain the form of the l\orthern 
T\ Iart ian Ice Cap. which was observed by I\lars Orbiter Laser Alt imeter ( Zuber et al. 
(1998a)). This model only takes into account sublimation and condensation of water 
ice. \\'e have considered an ideal :\Iart ian ice cap overlaying a smooth global sphere. 
with uniform albedo (except in the t roughs). This model does remarkably well at 
reproducing the current shape of the NPIC and a reasonable job of estimating t ime 
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Figure 2.16: Application of the sublimation model to the Southern ice cap. Color 
code is the same as in Fig. 2.8. Note that MOLA topography data was shifted 3.5 km 
down. Slope of the Sout hern ice cap fit the sublimation curve well, which suggests 
sublimation is important process for the formation of the southern ice cap. The 
number of cycles (130) required to fit this profile is the same as for the North polar 
ice cap along the same longitude. In this simulation, the same albedo and orbital 
parameters as for the PIC were used. The highest point of the South polar ice cap 
is shifted about 3° along 10°E longitude. 
scales. The model is limited in that a fixed obliquity is assumed over time periods in 
which orbit evolution was undoubtedly variable. Atmospheric pressures and partial 
pressures of water ice will be significantly different from what we are observing on 
Mars now. It is also clear that Mars has gone through epochs of very different 
atmospheric dust loading and, probably, associated large variations in bond albedo. 
The troughs in the NPIC, as cut in all directions by the MOLA tracks, are very dis-
tinctive. The details of the troughs and the layered terrains in general were extensively 
sampled by the MOLA instrument. We analyzed 194 individual trough profiles. Com-
piled statistics were compared with the simulated troughs in the sublimation model. 
Observed trough shapes are well explained by our ablation/ sublimation model. This 
offers credibility to the idea that ablation is a more significant mechanism. 
On Earth, the sublimation and evaporation of the ice caps is relatively unimpor-
tant compared to the flow of ice, ultimately to the oceans. Ice flow and deformation 
on Mars is considerably less important, since the Martian ice is very cold, mostly less 
than 200K. Viscous flow models (e.g. , Zuber et al. (1998b)), which take into account 
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H 20 ice rheology at these low temperatures, can reach a reasonable agreement with 
the topography data. These models have not yet suggested a mechanism for trough 
formation and evolution. We argue, that sublimation and wind erosion are the two 
most significant mechanisms for their formation. Nevertheless, the time scales for the 
two processes - flow and ablation - are sufficiently difficult to estimate with the infor-
mation about the ice caps we have now. We are prudent that both processes along 
with the wind erosion are important, but possibly acting on different time scales. 
Both the Torth and South residual Martian polar ice caps show very strong asym-
metries. The residual South cap is ~ 2° off the current South Pole. The Northern 
ice cap has the great feature Chasma Borealis and great dune fields (Olympia Plani-
tia) conjugate to it. These dune fields may rest on a remnant ice deposit, which 
would restore some symmetry to the NPIC. The asymmetries at both poles are large 
enough that they must strongly affect the meteorology of the Martian polar regions, 
possibly supplying feedback that created the asymmetries. In section 2.5 we made a 
highly speculative suggestion that the current NPIC consists of two caps from differ-
ent epochs. These two structures are bridged by a ridge of ice or a mountain covered 
by ice. We have no knowledge about the topography underneath the ice caps. It can 
strongly influence the asymmetries that we observe. However, the North polar region 
is very fiat and does not have large topographic variations except the ice cap itself 
(e.g., Zuber et al. (1998a)) and we might expect the topography under the ice cap 
to be fiat. Radar investigation of the thickness of the ice will help greatly to remove 
this uncertainty. Clearly it is not possible to do much more than state these ideas 
from just the MOLA topography data and sublimation model results. Many more 
measurements over the coming decade will be required to fully understand the ice 
caps. 
Results of the sublimation model suggest that the Northern ice cap is probably 
still evolving due to sublimation of ice from its surface. Changes in eccentricty and 
obliquity in the past may change the duration of north and south summers, so the 
Southern ice cap is sublimating and Northern ice cap is stagnant under a protective 
layer of dust. This might be a clue to the layered terrain development. Such protective 
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layer might form from dust that is a lready in th<.> ice. This dust layer should haw 
some cohesion to be robust against surface winds. The current model lacks full 
representation of obliquit~' and eccent ricity c~rcles. \\-"<.> have suggested that the t ime 
scale for the e\·olut ion of the current shape is bounded b~· 10-100 million year ·. \\'e 
favor the lower bound of this estimate. All the orbital Yariations are of order of 100s 
of thousands of years with a long wavelength component of 1-2 million years. Orbital 
variations lead to significant changes in th<.> climate of f\Iar. and possibly responsible 
for the formation of the layered terrains. \\·e will include these variations in our 
model to carry out more reasonable estimates for the time scales of evolution for the 
f\lartian polar ice caps aud better understand formation of the layered terrains. 
2.8 Conclusions 
In this paper we present results of an ice sublimation model from the surface of the 
orthern 1\Iartian ice cap and compare them to the form of the ice cap obserwd by 
f\IOLA . In general. the agreement of the model v:ith the oYerall shape of the cap is 
quite good. f\loreover. we were able to use the same model to produce satisfactory 
trough shapes. \Ve argue that sublimation is an important process for the formation 
of ice caps as \vell as plastic flow and wind erosion. Sublimation is faster than the 
flow. but they both must be important . Combined effect of a ll three processes on the 
form of the cap is yet to be invest igated . \Ye haw also addressed the question of th<> 
formation time scale of the ice caps and t roughs. :-..Ian~· meteorological parameters 
relevant to the evaporation of ice are known for Earth and practicall~· unknown for 
f\lars. \Ye were a ble to bound the time scale for the formation of the ice cap (using 
values measured on Earth) somewhere between 5 - 100 million years . and we think 
that it is closer to t he lower bound of this range. The time scale for the formation 
of troughs is shorter and is about 1 - 16 million years. r--. Iore precise estimates of the 
time scales require measurements of the meteorological propert ies of thr surface as 
well a.<; continuous observations of water vapor distribution and winds over the ice 
cap. \\·e hope that the future Iars missions ~v ill help us to answer these questions. 
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Appendix 2.1 
Convection of the water vapor 
\Ve now pre ent arguments for the use of Eq. (2.5) for the l\Iartian ice cap. The 
subject of a turbulent layer on a boundar_\' surface and its effects on sublimation and 
evaporation is remarkably complex and is well documented in the literature. Our 
line of argument most nearly follo-ws that presented by Paterson (1994) which con-
siders meteorological effects on the Earth's ice deposits. Our discussion also has a 
strong dependence on Peixoto and Oort (1992). Priestley (1959). and Brutsaert 
(1965). Brutsaert (1982). Eq. 2.1 is. of course. useless for the consideration of evapora-
tion and sublimation of water from ice surfaces in contact with the heavy atmosphere 
of t he Earth. The transport of water from surfaces on the Earth is driven by wind 
turbulence and buoyancy effects which completely dominate over molecular diffusion. 
Laborator_\· and field measurements under a reasonably wide range of meteorological 
conditions suggest that the eddy diffusion of vertical momentum. sensible heat and 
water vapor are similar and occur at about the same rates. The surface pressure on 
the }..lars surface is about 6 mb. which scales to an altitude on the Earth of about 35 
km! However. measurements on the Viking Landers as reported by Tillman et a!. 
(1994) suggest that t he wind and t urbulence parameters on \~Iars are at least similar 
to those on the Earth ·s surface. The purpose of this appendix is to review the theo-
retical and empirical developments of these ideas and to apply them to the ablation 
problem for the l\ lars _ iPIC. The fundamental idea presented in all the references 
listed above is that the transport equation for momentum. sensible heat and water 
vapor are similar in the convective region. Following Paterson (1994) we consider 
these equations in our context. This development can not be done rigorously but 
rather depend on laboratory and field measurements on the Earth's surface. 
The shear stress T can be written 
T. ' OU 
T = fi mP az. (2.11) 
where p is the fluid densit_\·. u the velocity. z the vertical coordinate and Km is the 
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eddy viscosity. Since flU is the momentum per unit volume. this equation represents 
the vertical transport of momentum. The heat per unit volume can be \Hitten pcpT. 
where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and T is the local temperature of 
the fluid. Then the heat fiu..x per unit area is 
(2.12) 
\vhere Kh is the eddy diffusion coefficient for sensible heat. orders of magnitude larger 
than the molecular thermal diffusivity. \Vriting Pu· as t he mass of water vapor per 
unit area. the transport equatiou for water vapor can be written 
Fu· = dil! = K lt· OPu· . 
dt oz (2.13 ) 
where K u· is the eddy diffusion coefficient. for the water vapor. 
Laboratory experiments and field tests on Earth ( usual!~· made at 1 bar) show the 
t hese bulk transport coefficients are nearly equal and \Ve \\'ill use 
(2.14) 
\\'e can use the ideal gas law for the water vapor and the C02 atmosphere on 
:VIars and \\Tite the partial pressures 
R R 
Pu· = -pu.T and p =-pT. 
~u M 
'''here R is the universal gas constants. From Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.15) 
Eq. (2.13) becomes 
~u· Pu· 
Pu· = p--. 
M p 
• ~u· (J O]Ju· 




where the derivative of pj p (essentially T ) is neglected since this term is slowly vary-
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ing with .:. Tlw diffusion transport coefficients depend 011 turbulence created by 
winds flowing over the surface which has finite roughness. l\.m is estimated using the 
following arguments: 
Experimental results show that the ratio TI p is near!_,. consta11t with height and 
that a friction velocity u,. can be defined 
(2.18) 
The massive empirical evidence supports the equation for the fluid speed variation 
,,·ith height (see the references cited above) . 
u 1 :; 
-=-In(-) . 
u.,. ko zo 
(2 .19) 
" ·here 1.:0 is van Karman ·s constant ~ 0.4 and .:-0 is the roughness parameter of the 
particular surface and is equal to the thickness of the boundary subla_ver. On Earth 
surfaces z0 ranges from about 0.1 to 3 em and there is no reason to believe that 
these are Bot reaso11able values for the ice surfaces on :\Iars ( Tillman et al. (1994)). 
However. at this time \W have no information 011 the roughness of the 1\lartian ice 
surfaces. but the Viking landing sites (\•:hich were not 011 ice) display the same range 
of values. \.Ve can then write. using Eq. (2 .11 ) a11d Eq. (2 .19). 
TI P 
Km = fJu l oz = u.J..:oz. (2.20) 
a.c;; an estimate of the v:ater vapor transport coefficient K u·· Eq. (2.17) for the water 
yapor flux can be written 
(2.21 ) 
v\'e can approximate this equation with a difference equation of the form 
v _ Jlu· 1• /}_ (PH2o(z)- Psat) 
r u· - U.J\Q ( I ) . 11 p In z zO · (2.22) 
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where the difference is taken from the upper edge of the laminar layer. z0 . to height 
2. PH2o is the partial pressure at 2 and P sat is the saturation vapor pressure of water 
at the temperature within the laminar la_ver at .:0 . That is. we a sume that the 1.vater 
vapor at the surface remains saturated. \Ve get the final form of our result bv using 
Eq. (2.19) for u,.. defining A (after Paterson (1994). Priestle~· (1959) calls it. the 
drag coefficient) as 
(2.23) 
Typically. A = 0.002 for ic.v surfaces on Earth and we accepted the same value for 
l'.Iars. Csing the equation of state for the C02 . Eq. (2.15). 
(2.24) 
A similar analysis for the heat transport equation leads to 
Fh = pepAu(T(.: ) - T.s)- (2.25) 
Equations 2.24 and 2.25 have been extensively tested on the Earth and hold up well . 
It is reasonable to expect the situation to be the same on ?\lars if the roughness 
parameter can be bounded for the TPIC region. Equation 2.24 sa~'S that the subli-
mation from the surface depends on the difference of the saturation vapor pressure 
a t the surface and the partial pressure of the water vapor just above that layer. It 
depends further on some velocity u. If that velocity were a kinet ic theor~· velocity for 
the case of the ,-apor above ice in vacuum such as 
{l:T 
u = corzst\/ ~-
mu· 
(2.26) 
where k is Boltzmann's constant. and m 11. is the mass of a water molecule. Equation 
Eq. (2.2-1) becomes 
(2 .27) 
\Yhich is our Eq. (2 .5) in the main text. 
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Chapter 3 Polar night clouds 
Formation of the perennial ice caps is one of the most important climatic processes 
on f\.Iars. Up to 259( of thE' atmosphere is r€'c_vcled each year trough the ice caps. 
C02 ice may form on cold surfacE' when temperatures are low E'nough (,....., 146K) or 
condense in the atmosphere and fall down on the surfacE' as snow. Condensation 
of C02 had not been quantified or observed in an~· significant detail. Radiative 
properties of C02 clouds are poor!~· known at this point . How€'ver. clouds pia~· an 
important role in the radiative budget of the l\Iartian atmospherE'. This chapter will 
describe observations of C02 d ouds during the polar night b.v the l\Iars Orbiter Laser 
Altimeter (!\ lOLA). \\."e will present observations of cloud heights and their locations 
for ·orth and South polar winter regions. Backscattering coefficient for the cloud 
tops can be calculated from the reflected energy and pulse width measuremE'nts. ThE' 
calculated values are similar to those of Earth ·s high a lti tude clouds. Comparison 
with the IGS Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) brightness temperature data 
suggests that the anomalously low brightness temperatures in TES and Viking IRT!\1 
data can be explained by C02 snowfa ll or freshly formed snow. 
Parts of this work were presented as an invited talk at XXIV General Assembly 
of the European Geophysical Society (Ivanov and l\Iuhleman (1999b)) and at the 5th 
International !\Iars Conference (h ·anov and I\Iuhleman (1999a) ). 
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3.1 Introduction 
Clouds in the l\Iartian atmosphere arc onC' of the most interesting variable phenomena. 
They play an important role in the radiative balance of the planet's atmosphere. 
Clouds were seen from orbit b~· l\Iariner 9 and the Viking Orbiters. There are a lso 
ground based observations by the Viking Landers and t he Pathfinder. lost of the 
reported clouds were observed during the local daytime \\'ith convent ional techniques. 
such as imaging and spectroscop~·. The observed clouds most probabl~· are composed 
of t he condensing water vapor. Temperatures are too high during the day time on 
l\fars to form thick C02 clouds. The latter can only form during the polar night. 
when the temperatures a re the lowest. 
In this chapter we will discuss first detection of the polar night clouds with t he 
l\IOLA instrument. This detection was somewhat anticipated but still surprising. 
Along with the cloud height.. l\ IOLA measured t he reflected energ~· and the returned 
pulse width. v\"e \\'ill describe observat ions of t he polar douds and cloud opacities in 
the North a nd South polar regions in sect ions 3.4 and 3.5. A cloud reflections model 
and the calculation of the backscattering coefficient will be presented in section 3.6. 
\~·e will describe comparison of the backscattering coefficient measured for l\Iartian 
clouds with values for some Earth clouds distributions. The l\IGS Thermal Emission 
Spectrometer (TES) instrument has performed observations at the same time with 
the :\lOLA instrument. vVe will discuss comparison of .\10LA and TES data in section 
3.7. 
3.2 Previous work 
C02 ice clouds were first suggested h:v Gierasch and Good~· (1968). further studied by 
Paige (1985) using a one-dimensional polar radiative transfer model. The~· are briefly 
described in the revie,,· of the global C02 c:vck hy J ames et a l. (1992). A recent 
reviev.• by Forget (1998) discusses recent advances in modeling C02 condensation 
rates during the polar night. Pierrehumbert and Erlick (1998) offered some anal~rsis 
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of t he impact of C02 cloud cover on the greenhouse effect for the l\ lart ian atmosphere. 
They suggested C02 clouds reflected outgoing therma l radiation back to t he surface 
and warmed up t he atmosphere of early .1\ Iars. 
A direct observation of C02 clouds wa..c;; made by tiH' l\lariner G and 7 infrared 
spectrometers (Herr and Pimental (1970)): t hree bright limb crossings ~'ielded spectra 
with a spike at 4.26 11m which was attributed to reflection in thr strong v3 baud from 
solid C02 at ~ 25 km alt itude. However. t he range of occurrence of C02 clouds 
wru: high)~· uncertain. The Viking Infrared Thermal l\'lapper (IRTl\1) instruments 
found areas in the winter polar regions with anomalous)~· low brightness tempera-
ture. at 20-pm wavelength. some below 135K (Kieffer et al. (197Gb)). The location 
and brightness temperatures of these area..c; sometimes varied on the scales of days. 
suggesting complex physical processes. Kieffer et al. (1977) have suggested three 
hypotheses to explain these anomalous)~' low brightness temperatures. They include 
( 1) a strong enrichment in lighter. non-condensible gases in the winter polar atmo-
sphere a llowing the part ial pressure of C02 to be less than that at low latitude: (2) 
low emissivity of t he frost. formed on the ground and (3) the presence of the clouds. 
The latter hypothesis was also investigated by Forget et al. (1998). suggesting that 
the IRTM instrument observed a snowfall on Mars. The mapping campaign during 
the l\Iars Global Surveyor mission allowed simultaneous observations of both poles 
by .l\IOLA and TES (Thermal Emission Spectrometer) inst ruments. The TES team 
has reported low emission zones. similar to the ones observed by t he Viking IRT).l 
instrument. \Ve present comparison between .!\lOLA cloud observations and TES low 
brightness temperatures regions in section 3.7. 
3.3 Instrument description 
Before we discuss observations of the clouds. we would like explain how the l\'IOLA 
instrument measures reflected energy and the returned pulse width. This sectiou 
contains information from Zuber et al. (1992) and Abshire et al. (1999). \Ve adYise 
the reader to refer to these t\YO sources for more detail. 
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The f\IOLA laser operates at the wavelength of l.OG4pm . Pulses are emitted with 
a repetition rate of 10Hz. Ranging schematic is shown ill Fig. 1.1. The output la-ser 
pulse energy (£ 0 ) is determined b.v optical!~· sampling the center portion of t he laser 
exit beam via transmission optics and passing the signal through an energy monitor. 
The output of the start detector acts to initiate the range timing process by starting 
the TIU (Time Interpolation Unit). The received laser pulse. after being focused by 
the telescope·s mirrors is directed onto a silicon avalanche photodetector (Si APD). 
After passing through a low-noise preamplifier. the received signal passes through 
a parallel bank of four low-pass filters. In this \vork. we ':viii refer to these filters 
as channels. These filters have approximatel~r Gaussian shapes and are matched 
for received pulse widths of 20. 60. 180 and 540 ns (Table 3.1). The widths of 
t hese matched filters were selected to optimize probabilities for f\lars footprint-scale 
surface slopes of 1. 7°. 5°. 15° and 39°. All the slopes from oc to greater than 39° 
will be detectable \Yith various probabilities. If any of the filter outputs exceeds the 
specified detection threshold within the range gate ( c.f. Fig. 1.1) . the signal triggers a 
voltage comparator circuit . which stops the time-of-flight measurement. The received 
energy ( Er ) of the channel that stops the TIU and the returned pulse width (time 
,..-hen filter output was over the threshold) are measured by a second energy monitor 
and subsequently reported to the f\IOLA packet data via the flight computer. The 
transmitted and received energies are mea-sured with 2% resolution. 
Characteristic 
Channel 
1 2 3 4 
Description smooth moderate rough scarp or cloud 
Channel width. ns 20 60 180 540 
Terrain height variation 3 9 21 81 
\\'ithin the footprint. m 
Footprint-scale surface 1.1 3.3 9.8 27.0 
tilt. deg 
Probability of measurement .9 .9 .5 .1 
Table 3.1: f\ IOLA f\ Iatched Filter Characteristics (adapted from Zuber et al. (1992)) 
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The shape of the returned waveform carries information about the footprint-scale 
roughness of the surface. Flat surfaces would exhibit a narrow waveform. Rough. 
sloping surfaces yield broad waveforms with low peak powers. Atmospheric layers a re 
diffuse reflectors: backscattered laser energ~· from such features \vould be considerably 
spread in time and would he detectable with t he ~IOLA"s widest. filter (channel 4). 
However. in the mapping mission observat ions. discussed in the next section. l\ IOLA 
has detected unambiguous cloud retums in channel 1. It would be extremely beneficial 
to obtain waveforms of the cloud returns. Strict power and data returned constraints 
on the l\IGS spacecraft did not a llo\\· implementation of a waveform digitizer in the 
1\IOLA instrument. A sister instrument to l\10LA. Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA-02). 
has a waveform digitizer. \Ve will discuss some examples of returns from an ocean 
surface and from the cloud in section 3.6. 
3.4 Observations 
During Science Phasing Orbits and the l\lapping period (see Table 2.1). l\IOLA was 
able to perform obserYations during both north and south polar nights. umerous 
reflections above the ground were detected. l\Ian~· of them can be classified as clouds. 
providing direct observational evidence of clouds during the l\Iartian polar night. 
Orbit characterist ics were completely different during the above two observational 
periods. Coverage was significantly better during the South polar night and the 
:\orthern fall periods (mapping orbits) due 2 hr orbit instead of 12 hr orbit during 
the north polar night (SPO orbits). Figs. 3.3 and 3.5 (to be discussed below) displa~' 
spatial distributions of the cloud echoes over the orth and South Pole respectively. 
The most extensive cloud formations at both poles are confined to the region over 
the residual ice caps. A small number of clouds can be associated with topographic 
features (such as craters) off the ice caps. l\IOLA detected extensive cloud formations 
just off the south polar layered deposits. in the 70°S-80°S latitude band (see below). 
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the occurrence of the clouds as a function season on ~Iars. The 
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Figure 3.1: lumber of cloud retums during SPO (Ls = 300° - T) and t\Iapping orbits 
(L 5 = 103° - 2-10°). ?\lapping orbits have coverage 6 times denser than SPO orbits. 
so the number of cloud returns in the mapping orbits was diYided by G. Extensive 
cloud formations are observed near the orth polar region during the end of northern 
winter (L = 300" - 360°) . Clouds di 'appear as soon as northern spring sets in. In the 
time of mapping campaign. South polar clouds decay during the end of the southern 
winter. Clouds reappear over the orth pole after L = 195° . .\"ote that t he start of 
the dust storm season (Ls = 220°) coincides with a drop in number of cloud returns. 
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periods. The number of returns during the Mapping mission is divided by 6, to 
account for a denser coverage. The periapsis altitude was twice as low for the SPO 
orbit ("' 200km) than for the Mapping orbit ("' 400km). Moreover, the periapsis 
location drifted slowly near the orth Pole of Mars during the SPO orbit. In other 
words, the lowest point of the orbit was right over the pole, which created preferential 
conditions for cloud observations. We did not adjust this graph for possible difference 
in number of cloud returns due to different altitudes of periapsis. The most extensive 
cloud formations were observed over the orth polar ice cap in the end of the northern 
winter (Ls = 300° - 360°). From the start of the mapping observations (Ls = 103) 
to the end of the southern winter, MOLA detected extensive cloud formations in 
the South polar region, especially over the South polar layered deposits. Practically, 
no clouds have been observed in the south polar region after L 5 = 150°. Clouds 
reemerge over the North polar region around L5 = 195°. They exhibit same structure 
and reflective properties as clouds, observed in the end of the northern winter. Cloud 
densities drop significantly right after the start of the dust storm season (Ls = 220°). 
The atmosphere warmed up due to the presence of dust lifted by the dust storm 
and higher temperatures prevent forming C02 clouds. Now we introduce a cloud 
classification based on reflective properties and location patterns. 
Latitudinal and height distribution of clouds are shown in Fig. 3.2. Colors repre-
sent returns in channel 1 (black) and channel 4 (blue) . Data used to construct this 
picture covers the north and south winters. It can be clearly seen that most of the 
channel 4 cloud returns are observed poleward of 80° for both poles and those are 
returns from type 1 clouds. Polar clouds are the highest in altitude and from near 
the ground all the way up to 15km in absolute elevation over the reference ellipsoid. 
Sharp returns in channel 1 (type 2) are observed in the latitude band from 70° to 
80°N. Type 2 clouds are generally observed closer to the ground and they are spread 
in altitude from the ground up to about 7 km. Table 3.3 has statistics on how many 
returns were registered in each of the 4 channels for both types of clouds. In the 
following sections, we detail observations of the clouds for North and South polar 
regions separately. 
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Longitudinal average of cloud heights, Ls = 300 - 7 
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Figure 3.2: Latitudinal and vertical extent of cloud observations. Upper panel covers 
observations performed during the Science Phasing Orbits; lower panel covers ob-
servations performed m the beginning of mapping phase (Ls = 103° - 115°). Blue 
dots represent channel~ returns (wide returns, type 1 clouds). Black dots represent 
channel 1 returns (sharp returns, type 2 clouds) . Type 2 clouds are observed only in 
the South polar region. Only returns classified as clouds are shown. 
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3.4.1 North Polar Region 
Cloud observations in the North polar region were performed from L 5 = 300° to 
L 5 = 7° in the SPO period and from L 5 = 195° to L 5 = 240° in the mapping period. 
During the SPO period, MGS orbit had a period of 12 hours with periapsis near the 
North Pole. This created a perfect opportunity for night cloud detections, since the 
link margins were the highest over the North Pole. Clouds can be unambiguously 
identified as a group of individual returns (usually more then 10) over the ground 
level that came within 0.2 sec from each other. The clouds are very diffuse structures. 
Usually the returned pulse width is very wide and channel4 triggers. We will call these 
clouds "type 1 clouds." Type 1 cloud tops are diffuse, averaged over the footprint. 
In the South polar region, MOLA detected a large number of returns, when channel 
1 triggered to a signal from a cloud. We call them "type 2" clouds and they will be 
discussed in the next section. 
Summary of north polar night cloud observations is shown in Fig. 3.3. Most of the 
returns are concentrated over the orth residual ice cap. Details of a cloud structure 
from orbit 222 are shown on Fig. 3.4 . The linear sawtooth structure, clearly seen 
on many passes, is possibly formed by alternating condensation and evaporation of 
C02 gas, due to temperature variations in the propagating wavefronts. To explain 
this structure Pettengill and Ford (1998) suggested gravity waves which follow a dry 
C02 ice adiabat (-4.3K/krn) . Water ice and dust particles may serve as nucleus for 
condensation. 
During the mapping orbits, first clouds appeared in the North polar region after 
L 5 = 195°. Their reflectance properties and spatial structure were very similar to 
those observed during the SPO observations. Intensity of cloud formation dropped 
significantly after the dust storms started (Ls = 220°). As the season progressed 
towards the Martian winter, cloud locations moved south of the residual ice cap. At 
L5 = 240° cloud returns were detected as far south as 72°N. 
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Cloud hits for the North Polar Region. Orbits 203 - 459 
L5 = 300.47- 7.65 
Channel hits 
~ Ch. 1 76633 
~ Ch. 2 58548 
Ch. 3 133566 
Ch. 4 188170 
Figure 3.3: Distribution of cloud returns in the North polar region during winter 
time (SP01 , Ls = 300° - 316° and SP02, Ls = 340° - 7°. Most of the returns are 
concentrated over the residual ice cap and are detected in channel 4 (blue crosses) . 
The center 3.9° was not observed due to the MGS orbit inclination of 86. 1 o during 
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Fine details of the clouds 
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Figure 3.4: Fine details of a cloud observed during pass 222. Upper panel shows a 
general view at high vertical exaggregation. Black ground curve is taken from Path 
425 , which was not obscured by clouds and lies adjacent to the track 226. Lower 
panel shows detail of cloud. Slopes of individual cloud structures vary from almost 
fiat to about 20 - 25°. Almost all signal returns from the clouds are registered in 
channel 3 or 4. Black crosses are returns in channel 1 (usually from the ground) ; blue 
crosses are returns in channel 4 (cloud returns). 
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3.4.2 South Polar Region 
Mars Global Surveyor started mapping operations in March 1999. This time corre-
sponds to the middle of Martian southern winter ( Ls = 103°) . The orbit has became 
circular with a period of 2 hours and periapsis altitude increased to about 380 km. 
Such an orbit provided much more extensive temporal coverage of the South Pole, 
compared to the North Pole coverage, where MOLA passed over only once in 12 
hours. Even though range from MGS to Mars increased, we still detected returns 
from the clouds. They were as extensive as during the SPO orbits. Example of cloud 
coverage during the mapping orbit is shown in Fig. 3.5. 
We can separate cloud structures or patterns observed over the South pole into 
two types. Fig. 3.6 illustrates both types. Type 1 cloud pattern is very similar to 
the orth polar clouds. They look like a flat line of returns, forming about oo - 20° 
slopes. Returns from this type of clouds are usually detected by channels 3 and 4. 
Channels 1 and 2 trigger very rarely. These returns are located predominantly over 
the polar layered deposits. Type 2 clouds are confined in the 70°8-80°8 latitude band 
and appear episodically over almost all of the longitude range. They do not exhibit 
as distinct cloud tops like the clouds over the residual caps, but spread out from the 
ground up to about 7km elevations over the ground. The most surprising difference 
from type 1 clouds is that most returns were observed in channel 1, which has a very 
narrow filter width of 3m. This channel is supposed to trigger to ground returns 
only! Cloud height latitudinal distribution is shown in Fig. 3.2. We will discuss 
the implications for nature of these clouds in the section 3.6.2. Type 2 clouds were 
only found over the South polar layered deposits. However, such clouds could have 
possibly formed in the North polar region before the period of MOLA observations. 
Only a very small number of clouds with sharp tops was observed after Ls = 125°, 
which corresponds to Ls = 305° during the northern winter, when SPO observations 
started. Both types of the observed clouds also appear to be correlated with the 
low emission zones reported by the IRTM instrument on board the Viking Orbiter 
spacecraft (Kieffer et al. (1977)) and were later interpreted as a snowfall by Forget 
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Cloud hits for the South Pola 
l, = 1 03.46-199.79 
1578- 12202 
Channel hits 
- 8h. 1 488071 
h. 2 212561 
8h. 3 357758 h. 4 462514 
Figure 3.5: Distribution of cloud returns over the South polar region for Ls = 
103.47° - 199.79° (southern winter). The area shown is south of 65°S. This dataset 
covers 8 consecutive days during the mapping observations. Black crosses are ret urns 
in channel 1; blue crosses are returns in channel 4. Cloud formations in the 68°S -
75°S latitude band were not observed at the North Pole ( c.f. Fig. 3.3). Most of the 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































eta!. (1998). Low brightness temperatures in the polar regions were also reported by 
the TES instrument in Titus eta!. (1999). \Ve will compare TES and !\lOLA data in 
section 3. 7. 
3.5 Cloud opacities 
\:Ve were able to use ).lOLA reflecti\'ity data to estimate optical density of the North 
polar clouds. On several occasions. MOLA received unsaturated return from t he 
ground through t he cloud cover over the ice cap. Assuming a reasonable value for po-
lar ice cap albedo (0.5) we can estimate an upper bound for a cloud opacit~· to be 1.7. 
vVe believe that optical density of the reflecting clouds is possibly smaller. Summar\' 
of these observation is shown in Table 3.2. Due to high sensitivity of the !\lOLA 
detector. return energy measurements are mostly saturated. even in the high cloud 
density regions. Vve were not able to obtain unsaturated reflecti\'it~· mea...<>urements in 
t he South polar region. 
Region Assumed albedo Estimated opacity 
70-80.\ 0.4 0.6 
84N 0.55 1.7 
Table 3.2: Atmospheric opacity during the north polar night 
3.6 Model 
Cloud echoes are detected when t he backscattered energy integrated over a receiver 
range window exceeds a set t hreshold. This primarily occurs in the clouds. filling 
the I\'IOLA beam with sharp tops on scales of a few meters to the order of about 
100 meters. The maximum pulse width :._,lOLA is able to mea...c:;ure is about 160m 
(two-way). In other words. ).lOLA can onl~,. sense top 80m in the cloud. Since the 
range gate is closed after the first detection. we do not have any informat ion about 
the underlying surface or atmosphere under the layer of detection. In this section we 
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present a method to comput ing volume backscattering coefficient based on received 
power and pulse wid th which are measured by f\ IOLA. 
3.6.1 Cloud reflections 
Consider a single particle "" it h scat tering cross section (j (isotropic scatterer). The 
scattering geometry appropriate for 1\IOLA is illustrated in Fig. 3. 7. Power reflected 
Figure 3. 7: Solid angle illustrat ion. Here 0.1 - is t he solid angle of t he laser beam. 
R is the range from the laser to a part icle and (j is t he scat tering cross-section of a 
particle. 
from a part icle can be written as 
P. = Pt~~Ar 
r n R·) 4 R") 
~ lJ - 7r -
(3.1) 
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where ~~ - is the solid angle of the laser beam. R is the raugf' from the laser to the 
particle. CJ is scattering cross ection of t he particle. P1 - transmitted power and Ar -
area of the receiver. For particles per unit Yolume. the total cross section can be 
writ ten as 
I: = \ ·of * lY * CJ (3.2) 
\\'here L: - total eros section. Vol - the considered Yolumc which is calculated using 
(3.3) 
where c - speed of light and T1 - is the receiver filter width during the open window 
time. Then we can calculate t.otal return from a cloud: 
(3.4) 
\Vhere a is the average cross ection of particles constituting the cloud. This cross 
section can be calculated using the formulation for a part icle size distribution (Ha nsen 
a nd TraYis (1974)) 
where Q sea - scattering efficiency. which can be calculated assuming lie scattering. 
I = 2~r - particle size parameter. n - refraction coefficient for C' 0 2 ice (for exam pie) 
and N(r)- particle size distribution. Information obtained b~, }.lOLA does not a llow 
us to distinguish composition of the clouds. whether they are made of water or C02 
ice. However . it has been suggested (e.g .. Gierasch and Goody (196 ). Paige (19 5)) 
that C02 clouds may exist at this period. Value for n is taken to bE' nr = 1.404 aud 
ni = 2.31 * 10- 6 from \\.arren (1986). 
Using the above formulation. we can make some assumptions on the returned pulse 
shape. As expected. a return from a flat filled surface is wry close to a gaussian . A 
return from a cloud has a much lower amplitude and has a much wider pulse width. 
due to a very diffuse reflector. ·w eak. but detectable. reflect ions can be rE>ceived from 
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a ll dept h la:vers of the cloud . This is very similar to the expected signal from type 
1 clouds. l\IOLA has a sister instrument. Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA) (Garvin 
et al. ( 1998)) . It is very similar to l\-JOLA in design. SLA-02 is a h:vbrid inst rument 
combining ranging electronics. modified from the l\lars 0 bserver Lru er Alt imeter 
(l\IOLA-1) design. \\'ith a high-speed digit izer used to record the Earth backscatter 
return amplitude as a function of t ime. which makes it possible t o record t he return 
signal shape and 3\·oid saturation issues. Shape of the return from Earth cirrus 
clouds can be used as analog to l'dartian cloud returns. Fig. 3.8 illustrates waveforms 
obtained from t he Earth ocean surface and a cloud over the ocean. Ocean surface 
can be considered as ideal reflector due to its ext remely flat surface. 
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Figure 3.8: Ra\v SLA-02 waveforms. Returned signal shape from an oceau surface 
(solid line) : returned signal shape from a cloud over an ocean (dashed line) . 
We have created au instrument model to investigate cloud struct ures that may 
produce signatures observed by l\IOLA. Our model has 4 gaussian filters of different 
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width, which correspond to the MOLA filters. We input to the model a number 
density profile and compare the output with MOLA reflectivity and pulse width 
data. We chose two structures as input: narrow gaussian (5m FWHM, to match with 
channel 1 or 2 returns) and wide gaussian (80m FWHM, to match with channel 4 
returns). Modeled MOLA output is shown in Fig.3.9. The goal of the modeling was 
to check which channel would trigger in response to various vertical cloud structures. 
We considered two input clouds structures: a very narrow (in MOLA filters sense) 
about 5m and a wide cloud - about lOOm. As we expected channel 2 triggers first 
to the narrow gaussian and channel 4 triggers first to the second input form, wide 
gaussian. The input cloud structure should be even narrower (lm thick) than in the 
considered case for channel 1 to trigger. Clearly, the output of the model will also 
have a gaussian form. In reality the cloud shape possibly is not gaussian and these 
simple assumptions have to be modified. MOLA does not digitize the shape of the 
returned signal. The Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA) and Wavefront Digizitzer were 
only implemented on the SLA-02 instrument. The return from an Earth cloud is not 
a gaussian in most cases. Analogy with Earth clouds from SLA-02 experiment (e.g., 
Fig. 3.8) and other experiments suggests that cloud returns have a sharp leading 
edge and then exponentially fall off to 0. MOLA has a very short time between 
t hreshold crossings. Translated into vertical distance it corresponds to only top 80m 
of the reflecting cloud. Detector is "on" for the leading edge of the cloud return and 
the energy fall-off is small. From the above analogies we can prudently approximate 
MOLA return signal waveform as a box. We can now calculate the backscattering 
coefficient /3rr from MOLA received energy and returned pulse width. The following 
formulation was suggested by X. Sun (personal communication, 1999) to calculate 
the reflective energy received from the clouds. 
EC R2 
/3rr = W ( ) * 3.3333 * -E * 1.416 * 10-13 
y ns laser 
(3.6) 
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Figure 3.9: Output of the MOLA instrument model for two different cloud structures. 
Displays modeled response for a 5m (upper panel) and 500m (lower panel) thick 
clouds. The vertical scale of the figures is significantly different to show the details. 
The assumed cloud number density profile is shown in grey. For the 5m thick cloud 
the response of channel 2 will the trigger first. For the wide 500m cloud channel 4 
will trigger first. We think that "narrow" 5m thick clouds are the best model for 
type 2 clouds (south polar clouds off the layered deposits) and "wide" clouds are the 
best model for the type 1 clouds (polar clouds over the caps). However, in both cases 
clouds could continue down to the surface, but information from MOLA is restricted 
to the upper 80m of the cloud layer. 
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ns (see section 3.3). R is the t\IOLA range (em) and Blaser is the emitted laser energy. 
Constant coefficients reflect scaling from engineering to metric units. This formulation 
is applicable only \\'here energy counter and pulse width counter are out of saturation. 
Eq. (3.6) is similar to Eq. (3.4). expressed in values reported b~· t he t\IOLA telemetr:v. 
Here EC corresponds to received power Pr . H ·Y corresponds to returned pulse width 
cTJ and Elaser is transmitted laser energy P1. Values of backscattering coefficient and 
comparison with values for Earth clouds will be discussed in the next section. 
3.6.2 Backscattering coefficient 
As was mentioned above. we can distinguish two cloud t~·pes. Both cloud types are 
illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Type 1 clouds (Fig. 3 .6a) are mostly detected by rviOLA's 
channel 4. which is the widest of all channels and measures pulse widths up to 540ns 
(80m one-way). Such response is caused from a relatively diffuse cloud top. compared 
to the returns in channel 1. 
Type 2 clouds are distributed uniformly within 5-i km altitude. The~· appear a'i 
broken clouds. not obscuring the surface completel:v as do type 1 clouds. As shown in 
Fig. 3.6b. most of the returns are in channel 1. Response from a cloud in this channel 
indicates a very sharp top. especially compared to clouds of t.vpe 1. The width of a 
pulse necessary to trigger detection for type 2 clouds is onl~· 3m. where as type 1 is 80 
meters. This indicates high values of particle number densit~· gradients right at the 
top of the clouds. The best interpretation for type 2 clouds are patches of forming 
C02 clouds on a scale of about 200 m each. 1-5 km apart. 
Simple statistics on reflectivity and pulse \vidth for both types of clouds are pre-
sented in Table 3.3. Type 1 clouds have a much '"·ider pulse than type 2 cloud returns. 
Here reflectivity is a ratio of the received energy to the emitted energy. 1Iore discus-
sion of this parameter can be found in Chapter 4. 
Computed volume backscattering coefficients (f3rr) in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 allow easy 
comparison of t-.10LA derived values and expected values for standard particle size 
distributions from Deirmendjian (1969) for water clouds on Earth. \Ve think that 
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Cloud type Channel 1 Channel 4 Reflectivity Pulse width. ns 
T_vpe 1 (north). orbit 22G 15 48 0.02 ± 0.01 400 ± 200 
T~·pe 1 (south). orbit 10825 20 45 0.03 ± 0.01 400 ± 200 
Type 2. orbit 10013 9-1 2 0.005 ± 0.00-1 8±7 
Table 3.3: Reflect ive propertie, of the clouds. Channel 1 and Channel 4 columns 
display number of hits in the respective channel. 
I Cloud type Pass number J ,. .1 /(m3 ) 
I Type 1 (north) 226 1.7e--l 
Type 1 (south) 10 19 2.2e--l 
1 Type 2 (south) 10012 8.0e--l 
Table 3.4: Backscatter coefficient 3rr at 1.064 11m for different types of polar night 
clouds on J\Iars 
Cloud t~rpe N. 3.rr . \i\iater ice 3-rr . C02 ice 
cm- 3 rm (11m). a. ') 1/ (m3)r10-4 1/ (m3 ))r10--t 
Cumulus cloud C1 100 4.0. 6.0. 1.0 19.1 12.4 
J\IOP cloud 100 2. . 3.0 16.2 9.1 
HazeL 100 O.OT. 2.0. 0.5 2.6 1.1 
Haze J\1 100 0.05. 1.0. 0.5 5.2 2.1 
Table 3.5: Backscatt.ering coefficients at 1.06-l Jim for various types of Earth cloud 
distributions. C02 ice clouds can not be observed on Earth and are presented for 
comparison. r m . o and ~1 are the parameters for the modified gamma distribution. 
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most of the clouds observed b~.- ~10LA are composed of C02 due to extremely low 
temperatures during the winter season. To compile Table 3.4 \W applied Eq. (3.6) to 
every cloud return data from 3 tracks. which are representative of both cloud types 
in the north (type 1 onb· ) and the south polar regions. Average values of backscat-
tering coefficients were computed for each of the tracks and are shown in Table 3.4. 
Backscattering coefficients in Table 3.5 are calculated assuming ~lie scattering . for 
both C02 ice and water ice. using corre pending refraction coefficients. Following 
Deirmendjian (1969) we used a modified gamma distribution with parameters r m 
(particle radius. Jlm). o and 1 · Note that on Earth Hazes L and ~~ are formed by 
liquid droplets. It is doubtful that suspended liquid \\·ater particles can exist under 
~lartian conditions. Hazes rna~· be formed by water icc particles. Type 2 clouds typi-
cally exhibit stronger backscattering than type 1 clouds. Type 2 douds n1a~· be closer 
to cumulus or ~10P (mother-of-pearl) clouds 1 . Their morpholog~· (height distribu-
tions) suggests broken up clouds that spread over 7km in elevation. T~·pe 1 clouds. 
commonly observed over the layered deposits. appear to be haze-like and fiat . 
Clearl.\·. there is no reason to expect Earth water cloud particle size distribution 
to be the same on ~Iars. Clouds are forming in completely different temperature-
pressure regime. It is also ver~· important that C02 is the main constituent of the 
atmosphere. while on Earth water is a relatively minor component. A microphysical 
model is required to model possible properties for the ~lOLA observed clouds. given 
condit ions of ~lars polar night. 
Similarly unknown is the particle number density .1\' for Eq. (3.4). It also has to 
be modeled or assumed. It appears impossible to deconvolve one number density and 
cross section from the information obtained by l'\lOLA only. A microph~·sical model 
for C02 ice formation along with pressure-temperature information from observations 
or GC\ls should be used to model these parameters. ~lOLA cloud elevations can br 
used as input to such model and the product of J\ ' and a is a very good constraint. 
~Ioreover. scattering properties of C02 ice crystals are poorly known at this time. 
1 '·mother-of- pearl" or nacreous clouds are thin wave cloud that form at great heights (up ro 
10 kilometers) and occasionally are observed in the stratosphere (at 20 to 30 kilometers) over the 
mountains of Norway. Scotland. Iceland. and Alaska. 
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3. 7 Comparison with the TES polar night data 
Performing simultaneous measurement · of l\lars· phenomena is one of the major goals 
of the l\lars Global Surveyor mission. The Thermal Emission Sp<'r trometer (TES) and 
the l\'10LA instruments \vere able to carr~- out observations during the north and south 
polar nights. Here we would like to discuss brightness temperature measurements 
made b~· the TES instrument and compare them to the data obtained hy the l\IOLA 
instrument. 
The Thermal Emission Spectrometer is a thermal infrared interferometer / spectrometer 
with additional broadband visible and thermal channels (Christenseu et a!. (1992)). 
Six detectors in a three-by-two arra~· simultaneously take spectra covering the spec-
tral range from 200-1600 cm- 1 (6-50J.Lm). \vith a selectable sampling of either 5 or 
10 cm- 1 . A pointing mirror allows TES to vie'" from nadir to above the forward 
and aft limbs. where the atmosphere is observed without direct contribution from the 
surface. Each pixel subtends .3 mrad of vie\>:. For the orth polar region during 
the Scieuce Phasing Orbit. spatial resolution was about 10km. This value i higher 
for t he :\lapping period of observations since the periapsis of the Science Phasing 
Orbit was lower ("' 200km ) than for the i\Iapping Orbit ("' 380km). For comparison. 
?dOLA shot-to-shot distance is about 300m and the footprint itself is about lOOm. 
Quality polar night observations were onl:v possible at longer wavelengths ( > 
15J.Lm) due to low signal-to-noise ratio. \iVe will concentrate our comparison on bright-
ness temperatures measured at two wavelengths: 1 J.Lm and 25 pm . v\·e will refer 
to them from here on as to T1 and T25 correspondingly. T1 i. the most sensitive 
to the surface temperature. and it is far enough from the T15 C02 absorption band. 
Difference. bet.w·een T18 and T25 is an iudicator of a grain sizes on the surface. The 
data for these two wavelength bands were provided to us by T. Titus and H. Kieffer 
of the TES team. 
It is well known that grain ize has an effect on the emissitivity of the surface 
material. The larger the grain . the less transparent it is to the infrared radiation. 
For example. if the surface is covered by freshly formed. unpacked sno,,-. the apparent 
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emissivity will be much lower than that of pure ice or well packed snow. There are two 
possible explanations for the observed apparent low brightness temperatures. Either 
grain size is significantly larger or the atmosphere is not transparent (clouds) and 
the instrument senses atmospheric temperatures at the heights of the clouds. These 
hypotheses were first suggested by Kieffer et al. (1977). 
Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate comparison of MOLA cloud echoes with TES' T18 
and T25 temperatures taken on orbits 222 and 226 (Ls r-v 300°, north polar night). 
No sun insolation is received during this time near the pole. T25 temperatures exhibit 
some correlation with the cloud height data, but it is not full correlation. Consider 
track 222. The coldest temperature at 86°N (T = 120K) corresponds to the most 
extensive cloud formation in the MOLA data. However, the cold spot at 85° (T = 
130K) does not correspond to any of the observed clouds in the MOLA data. Same 
pattern can be seen in track 226. The TES brightness temperatures in the region 
over the pole, north of~ 83°N, reach values of about 125K. At the same track, cold 
spot at 82°1 coincides with very low cloud density. Data in T18 are more interesting. 
The minimum brightness temperature on track 222 (T18 = 138K) is located right 
over the most extensive and highest cloud formation in the MOLA data. In track 
226, minimum cloud temperatures also correspond to dense clouds. T18 brightness 
temperatures are lower than the expected blackbody temperature of polar ice in 
winter. 
Comparison of the TES and the MOLA data in tracks 222 and 226 suggests that 
T25 temperatures are possibly due to the grain size effects of snow at the ground 
and the atmosphere is transparent at this wavelength. Snow grains might have just 
fallen from the atmosphere or formed on t he ground. T18 channel also observes some 
of the grain size effect, but the extremely low temperatures are due to atmospheric 
effects. Minimum brightness temperatures in both T18 and T25 occur in the same 
places in both tracks and are possibly observed in the atmosphere when the ground is 
completely obscured by the condensing ice particles. MOLA and TES simultaneous 
observations suggest that large grains of C02 form in the atmosphere and fall out, or 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the TES brightness temperature data with the MOLA 
cloud observations. Data shown are for track 222, north of 75°N. MOLA cloud ob-
servations are shown by colored dots in the bottom part of the graphs. Brightness 
temperatures are shown in the upper part of both graphs. Temperature minimum at 
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Figure 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.10 for track 226. 
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an explanation for the low brightness temperatures the Viking IRTM data. We should 
note, however, that observed low brightness temperatures still can be interpreted as 
a grain size effect. However , the correlation of MOLA cloud observations and TES 
brightness temperature measurements significantly weakens that hypothesis. 
3.8 Discussion 
MOLA observations of the cloud structures are the first direct measurements of this 
kind. Clouds were observed during north and south winter, when the polar regions are 
shrouded in absolute darkness. Although MOLA can not distinguish the composition 
of the clouds, they most likely are composited of C02 ice. No significant cloud 
reflections were observed during the day t ime. Occasionally, MOLA has registered 
cloud reflections during the night time in locations out of the polar regions on the 
planet. These could be returns from the dust particles, covered by a thin layer of 
water ice. A thin layer of ice is a very effective backscatter as opposed to an ordinary 
dust grain. 
Existence of two types of clouds is very intriguing. Pettengill and Ford (1998) 
suggested gravity waves, excited by the ice cap topography, to explain for the type 1 
clouds, which were observed in both orth and South polar regions over the NPIC 
and SPLD. Type 2 clouds have not been yet explained. They occur very close to the 
terminator on the night side. Possibly they form where temperatures fall below the 
condensation level during the night time. We do not understand yet why they form 
in three distinct areas of t he South polar region (Fig. 3.5). We need to investigate 
contributions of radiative and adiabatic cooling to the process of the cloud formation. 
Most of the cloud observations occurred after winter solstice in both hemispheres. 
Science Phasing Orbits cover the period from Ls = 300° to Ls = 7° and Mapping 
observations started from Ls = 103° ( c.f. Table 2.1) . Predictably, a lot of clouds were 
forming before the winter solstice. Indeed, right after Ls = 190° clouds reappeared in 
the North polar region (Fig. 3.1) . It will be a very interesting period of observations. 
The MGS Radio Science Experiment (e.g. , Hinson et al. (1999)) have performed 
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numerous occulat ions. which ~'ielded high-resolut ion temperature-pressure profiles. 
\Ve hope to use t hese data in conj unction \vi th t he TES brightness temperat urP 
measurements to fully quantif~· radiative processes in the polar regions. 
Combined obserYation of the lo,,· brightness temperature areas and l\lOLA cloud 
structures suggest that l\ lGS instruments observe C02 snowfall. Simultaneous ob-
servations of clouds and lmv bright ness temperatures are possibly due to an ongoing 
snowfall. Low bright ness temperature zones without any cloud detections are possi-
bly due (1) a recent snowfall. (2) condensation of C02 on the ground. (3) an ongoing 
snO\vfa ll. but undetected by ).lOLA. A more meticulous analysis of the TES and 
l\ lOLA data will help to distinguish between t hese possibili t ies. This work has ana-
l~rzed on!~· two passes out of about 200 for t he Science Phasing Orbits. An enormous 
amount of data for the South polar night now exists and has about 1500 passes near 
the pole \\'ith an interval of 2 hours. Observat ions of C02 fall out rates and t heir 
spatial extent have important implications for the global C02 c~·cle. 1\lost ).lars 
GCl\·1 do not takE> into account process of C02 condensation and cloud formation. 
and he11ce lower emissivity values for t he polar regions. However. some studies found 
(e.g.. Forget ( 1998)) it was necessary to use art ificially low values for the modeled ice 
cap emissivit ies to account for a condensation rate of C02 in the atmosphere lower 
than expected . 
Backscattering coefficient ( Brr ) calculations allow first order comparison of l\ Iar 
C 0 2 clouds and Earth water vapor clouds. Clouds that have a similar backscat ter 
coefficient would probably appear similar to a huma11 eye (if illuminated). The resul ts 
of the calculations are shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. l3rr for l\ Iart ian clouds of type 
1 is similar to the 3,. of hazes on Eart h. Type 2 South polar clouds have a similar 
value of the backscat tering coefficient to the l\10P clouds. This result appears to be 
counterintuitive. because the morphology of pola r clouds (type 1) is similar to flat 
strata. South polar clouds appear as a fog. rather than .\lOP clouds. \\'e would 
like to point out again that condensation of C02 in tlw l\Iartian atmosphere and 
condensation of water vapor in the Eart h atmosphere are two completely different 
processes. No direct information on the part icle sizes distrihut ion of the 1\Iart ian 
clouds can be retrieved from this analysis. 
C02 ice clouds are important as a part of thermal atmospheric flux (e.g .. Pier-
rehumbert and Erlick (1998)). if the particle size is significantly large. The~· are 
effective scatterers in the infrared. If the particle size is small ( < l011m ) . no snowfall 
will occur as the particles will sta~· suspended in the atmosphere. Ice particles this 
small will be transparent for the infrared rad iation. It is not possible to calculate 
mean particle size from .:\lOLA backscattering coefficient measurements alone. A mi-
crophysical model of C02 cr~rstal formation is required to obtain information about 
particle sizes and number densit ies. In the light of the l\lGS cloud observations and 
latest radiat ive balance modeling b~· Forget et a l. (199 ). it is apparent!~· unlikely 
that particles are small in size. \:V'e think that clouds are formed from crystals more 
than 10 J.Lm in size. Dust grains and water ice particles can act as nucleation centers. 
3.9 Conclusions 
:\lOLA cloud height observations present first direct observational evidence for exis-
tence of polar night clouds. :\o other instrument is able to perform these measure-
ments with such quality and reliabilit~·. Extensive coverage during SPO and mapping 
orbits is an excellent dataset allO\\'ing anal~rsis of spatial and temporal variations of 
the cloud heights. \t\'e can ident if~· t\vo types of clouds on the basis of spatial occur-
rence and reflective properties. Two types of clouds exist possibly due to different 
mechanisms of their formation. Backscatt.ering coefficient of the cloud tops can be 
extracted from returned energy and pulse width measurement. \i\·e performed com-
parison with the Earth water vapor clouds based on values of the backscattering 
coefficient. Thi comparison suggests that type 1 clouds (polar clouds) are similar to 
a haze and type 2 clouds (clouds in the 70°S-80°S lat itude band) are similar to t he 
mother-of-pearl clouds. 
A microphy ical model of C02 condensation is required to calculate mean parti-
cle size and part icle number density. Comparison with the TES data suggests that 
l\1GS instruments performed observations of the ongoing snowfall or its effects. C02 
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condensation and fall out is an important process in the global cycle of C02 in the 
~Iartian atmosphere. It can nov: be quantified and included in ~Iars GCl\Is. The 
:\-IGS Radio Science temperature-pressure profiles will provide us with more insight 
into radiative properties of the clouds and cloud forming conditions. l\IOLA and 
TES observations of the polar regions during the winter nights provide us informa-
tion which fills an important gap in our knowledge of polar atmospheric processes on 
l\Iars. 
0 
Chapter 4 Reflectivity observations in 
the MOLA investigation 
The .t-.IOLA in trument has provided us a unique dataset of the reflectiYe properties 
of the f\lartian surface. Reflectivity is a product of the albedo of the planet and the 
atmospheric transmissivity. In this chapter we will present t lw reflecti,·it~· dataset. ob-
tained mostly during the mapping orbit. lOLA has obtained unsaturated reflectiYity 
data from about 80% of the planet. \\'e will also anal~·ze possibilities to create maps 
of the normal albedo of l\lars. uncontaminated with the atmosphere. These maps can 
then be used to calculate opacity. l\IOLA deri,·ed opacity is found to be similar to 
the obserYations b~· Viking Landers. General opacit~· trend at 1 pm are consistent 
with the 9Jlm opacity. measured by t he ~IGS Thermal Emission Spectrometer. Large 
topographic features allow investigation of vertical structure of the atmosphere and 
calculation of an atmospheric scale height. Scale height values are generally lower 
(2-6km) than the atmospheric scale height (lOkm). This uggests that aerosols are 
concentrated in the first few kilometers from the surface. Sea<;onal dependencies for 
the scale height measurements in the Hellas Basin are briefly discussed. 
Some parts of the material presented in the following chapter was published among 
the collection of the .t-.IOLA Science Team papers in Ivanov and l\Iuhleman (1998) . 
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4.1 Introduction 
t-.lars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (t-. lOLA) is an instrument on the t-.lars Global Surve~·or 
spacecraft. A general description of the instrument can bE' found in Zuber et al. 
(1992). The la.ser operates at 1.064 J.Lm. emitting 8-nsec-long pulses. MOLA measurE's 
topography. surface reflectiYit~· and returned pulse width. First tracks of data were 
acquired during the contingenc~· orbits in September-November of 1997. The first 
scientific results a rE' discussed in Smith et a!. (199 ). Later. man~· more data werE' 
acquired during the Science Phasing and :\lapping Orbits. Table 2.1 summarizE'. 
information about periods of data collection. 
In this chapter we will concentrate on the discussion of reflectivity measurements. 
Reflect ivit~· (R) is a ratio of returned laser energ;y to the emitted laser energy. adjusted 
for distance and the Lambert reflection law. It is affected b~· the albedo (A) of the 
underlying terrain and extinction of thE' photons from the laser beam by atmospheric 
aerosols and can be expressed as R = A* e-'2T . where T is a total atmospheric opacity. 
:\lOLA monitors the E-mitted power and measures the reflected energ~· from the ground 
and the returned pulse •vidth. Small deviat ions from the Lambert law are expE-cted . 
see below. 
Calibration of the instrument was performed in the laboratory. and it is beliE-ved 
to be accurate to about lOo/c at worst . t-.IOLA detector \\'as constructed to be ver~· 
sensitive to the incoming signal. V\'hen on t-.Iars. it turned out that incoming signal 
'"as much stronger than expected. As a result. euergy measurements are saturated 
in about 60o/c of the data. Later in t he mission. the laser energy decreased slightly 
(:=:::: 10%) and the average atmospheric opacity has increased. Current!~·. data are 
a\·ailable for about Oo/c of the t-.lartian urface. Data over the brightest areas such as 
Tharsis region and seasonal ice cap are still saturated. Unsaturated reflectivity data 
are also obtained when the ground is obscured with non-reflective clouds. 
Opacit~· or albE-do can be infE-rred from the reflE>ctiYity measurement. if oue of 
them is known from some external datru et. In section 4.4 I will present an algo-
rithm to calculate the normal albedo of t-.Iars at the :\lOLA wavelength using the 
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TES 9pm opaci t~· measurement performed by Smith et a!. (1999b). To calculate 
atmospheric opacity (sect ion 4.5) we used the albedo dataset compiled by Plescot 
and l\liner (19 1) from t he IRTI\1 measurements. \Ve will discuss necessar~· correc-
t ions which should be applied to this dataset . before it can be used at the l\10LA 
\\'avelengtb. The red filter. radiometrically calibrated Viking Color \1DI\tls can also 
be used as first. order estimate for albedo (Eliason et a!. (1992)) . It offers a much bet-
ter spatial resolut ion t han 1 o x 1 c IRTl\1 bolometric albedo dataset. but atmospheric 
effects ban' a much greater effect. 
\Ye will present a method for calculation of the aerosol scale height using the 
reflectivity data in section 4. 7. The method is based on t he anal~·sis of the total 
atmospheric opacity as a function of elevation. \i\·e have chosen large topographic 
features a.c:; stud~· areas. \vhere unsaturated reflectivit~· measurements are available 
for a large range of elevations. Vle will discuss t racks across the Valles Iarineris. 
Olympus l\ lons. Alba Patera and numerous t racks across Hellas Basin. 
4. 2 Available datasets on albedo and opacity of 
Mars 
4.2.1 Albedo 
The surface markings on l\ lars have been the object of study by t he earth-based as-
t ronomer for many centuries. The planet has been known to have strong. variable 
cont rast. in color and albedo. The anuual growth and retreat of t he polar ice caps. 
formation of the polar hoods. yellow clouds. and blue hazes dominate this variabil-
ity. The surface also shows a regional cont rast between bright and dark terrain more 
t han of a factor of t\vo. Improved abilit ies of the telescopes early in the 20t h cen-
tury led many researchers to draw maps of the albedo markings. The advent of the 
photographic photometry even a llowed resolution of > 500km features. The situat ion 
changed considerably with t he start. of spacecraft exploration of \tars. On t he basis 
of l\ lariner 9 pictures. a detailed relative albedo map was compiled. 
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Albedo map of Mars, 60S to 60N 
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Figure 4.1 : Greyscale representation of the albedo dataset compiled b~· Plescot and 
l\liner (1981) from the Viking IRTI\1 bolometric channel ob ervations. The map 
provides global coverage from GOo S to 60° -' : at 1 c by 1 o spatial resolution. The 
albedo data for the polar regions 60 to the pole (not shown) was compiled b:y Paige 
et al. (1994). Some classical albedo features are shown at the map. 
Infrared Thermal l\1apper (IRTI\I ) on board of the Viking Orbiter spacecrafts al-
lowed first compilation of absolutely calibrated bolometric reflectivities of :\lars. The 
IRTI\I contained solar band detectors which sample simultaneously in a bandwidth 
from 0.3J-Lm to 3J-Lm . corresponding to the limits of significant solar illumination. 
Plescot and \liner (1981) constructed a bolometric aiLedo map for :\1ars from the 
Viking IRTI\1 data. It is shown in Fig. -!.1. The map provides global coverage in 
longitude for latitudes -60° to +60° at 1 o by 1 o spatial resolution. Tlw distribution 
of bolometric surface albedos is bimodal with typical. clear-sky. Lambert albedos of 
0.1G and 0.27 for dark and bright regions. respectively. Atmospheric scattering effects 
were considered very crudely in that work. using IRT:\ I Emission Phase Function 
(EPF) sequences. Clancy and Lee (1991) found that in general the albedos derived 
by Plescot and Miner ( 1981) were brightened by the atmospheric scattering. Clancy 
and Lee (1991) have empiricall~· found that bright areas are darker by about 10% and 
dark features are about 257c darker. This is the best approach for the atmospheric 
correction of this dataset attempted so far. 
Paige et al. (199-!) and Paige and Keegan (1994) presented first albedo and 
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thermal inertia maps for the north polar and south polar regions with 0.5° and 1 o 
spatial resolution respectively. Their work completed albedo and thermal mapping 
of the ent ire planet. The analysis of the IRTi\1 dataset was aided by the results of 
a one-dimensional radiative convective model. which was used to calculate diurnal 
variations in surface and atmospheric temperatures. and bright ness temperatures at 
t lw top of the atmosphere for a wide range of assumptions concerning aerosol optical 
properties and aerosol optical depths. One of the indirect results of these calculations 
showed that the effects of the I\1artiau atmosphere on remote determinations of surface 
thermal inertia and albedo are more significant than have been indicated in pre,·ious 
st udies. 
The I\Iars Global Surwyor Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) is the next 
generation spectrometer . compared to IRTI\I. It. also carries a bolometric channel. 
similar in characteristics to the IRTI\1 detector. However. it has a much smaller field 
of view and hence much better resolution. TES has a great potential for deriving 
a global bolometric albedo dataset at high resolut ion. The TES albedo dataset was 
not available at the time of this writing. Atmospheric effects can be considered using 
independent atmospheric aerosol opacity calculat ion by Smith et al. (1999b). 
Bell et a l. (1999) reported on results of observations of i\Iars with the Hubble 
Space Telescope at a near-IR wavelength of 1.042J1m between Februar~· 1995 and June 
1997. The obsen ·ations '''ere conducted at a wavelength very close to the i\10LA 
wavelength. The images were obtained at relatively high spatial resolut ion of about 
20-30 km/ pixel. The normal albedo of typical surface regions was derived from the 
multiple phase angle observations and was found to be 0.18 for dark regions and 0.36 
for bright regions at 1.042J1m . The atmospheric correction was not applied as in 
the case with the IRTI\I observations. so the resulting albedo might have also been 
brightened by t he atmospheric scattering. 
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4.2.2 Opacity 
The primary source of thE:' opacity in t he ).lartian atmosphere is suspended dust. It 
is raised hv the dust storms. dust deYils and precipitates under gra,·ity or together 
with water. condensing on the dust grains. 
The Viking Lander cameras were capable of looking at the Sun ru; well as at the 
ground. By looking at the Sun. it was possible to determine the lint>-of-sight opacity 
of the atmosphere on a regular basis (Colburn et al. (1989)). These measurement· 
constitute a prime dataset. for the stud.\· of the opacitY during the Viking mission. 
The Viking Lander opacit_\' was meru ured using G70nm solar filter. f\ lars Pathfinder 
Lander has performed similar observation, of the atmospheric opacity at wavelengths 
of 450. 670. 883. and 989 nm (Smith and Lemmon (1999)). The reported opacities 
were similar to those determined by the Viking landers. The blue filter variation 
suggested that submicron water ice particles with opacit ies as large as 0. 14 were 
responsible for diurnal variations. 
Santee and Crisp (1993) and Fenton et al. (1997) have derived the atmospheric 
opacity from the measurements by I\lariner 9 infrared spectrometer. f\Iartin (19 G) 
used data obtained by the IRTf\1 instrument. It has proven to be ver.\· useful for track-
ing dust opacities and dust storms. such as 1977a dust storm. Later work by f\lartin 
and Richardson (1993) included the second and more extensive planet-encircling dust 
storm observed by Viking. known as storm 1977b. Authors improved t he method. de-
veloped by f\Iartin ( 1986) and were able to reach greater t ime resolut ion and smaller 
noise. A later reanalysis of the work by f\lartin (1986). wac:; performed by Toigo and 
Richardson (1999) to complete the analysis of this dataset and perform comparison 
with t he Viking Lander visible opacity data. 
The most recent column-integrated infrared opacity data is available from the 
I\IGS Thermal Emission Spectrometer. Smith et al. (1999b) employed infrared spec-
tra to deriw dust opacity at 9J-Lm wavelength and water ice opacity. These data 
were taken simultaneously with the f\IOLA reflectivit:v data. V'~if:' plan to use the TES 
opacity data to derive MOLA normal albedo. We will discuss an algorithm in section 
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4.4. 
4.3 MOLA reflectivity 
Each reflectivity measurement is actually a measurement of the returned energ_\· from 
the surface. Reflectivit~- is calculated from the number of photons registered b~· the 
f\ IOLA detector behveen the threshold crossings. The following equation is used: 
( 4.1 ) 
,,·here Er - received optical pulse energy (Joule). D - range to the J\ lartian surface. 
E1r - emitted laser power. Ar - receiver telescope entrance aperture area (m2 ) . 11 -
receiver optics transmission. The received optical pulse energy Er (in Joules) can be 
calculated by dividing the received pulse area (A. volts x ns) by the detector assembly 
responsivity (Rdet. volts/ watt). 
( 4.2) 
?\lore details on the calculation of t he received pulse area. corresponding errors and 
other calibration issues can be found in the MOLA instrument calibration document. 
by Abshire et a!. (1999). 
The T\·lOLA footprint of the surface is about 100 m in diameter for the mapping 
configuration (;=::: 400km altitude). It was changing during the hiatus and science 
phasing orbits due to t he elliptical nature of the orbit. Shot-to-shot distance is about 
300 m. Clearly. the sampling along the track is much denser than across the track. 
especially for the non-mapping orbits. A sample coverage plots for the Pathfinder 
landing and the proposed Mars Polar Lander sites are shown in Fig. 4.2. The f\IPL 
site is much better sampled. because more orbits cross at the poles. 
The reflectivity dataset can be represented as three parts. corresponding to ma-





Figure 4.2: l\10LA ground t rack coverage for the l\ Iars Pathfinder (upper panel) and 
t he l'vlars Polar La nder (lower panel) . The MPL site is much better sampled . because 
more orbits cross at the poles. The indiYidual returns are shown as dots. The coverage 
for the South pola r region is so dense t hat they appear as lines. These examples use 
data from eight. mont hs of f\. Iapping orbits(l\Iarch - October 1999). 
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Hiatus dataset is the smallest one of all. Data from only 17 highly elliptical 
orbits were acquired during this period. The range to the surface of the planet 
varied from 200 km to 800 km. The coverage is ver~· sparse (set> Fig. 4.3). Tlw tracks 
mostly cover tlw orth<:>rn hemisph<:>re and uniformly spr<:>ad in the longitude. At large 
rang<:> distances from th<:> planet. the l\IOLA reflectivity rang<:> cam<:> out of saturation 
even over the brightest regions of l\Iars. such as Tharsis plateau. This a llows to 
estimate what is th<:> maximum albedo of l\Iars w<:> can expect at these wavelengths. 
For example. south part of track 24 lies over th<:> flanks of Arsia l\ Ions. l\Ieasured 
r<:>flectivity value is 0.25. Assuming atmospheric opacity of 0.4 and opposition effect 
of about 30% (see discussion below). we can calculate albedo to be 0.43. This value 
is consistent with the maximum values obtained from the telescopic observations by 
Bell et al. (1999). It is the maximum reflectivity obserwd over the course of the 
miSSIOn. 
Science Phasing Orbits cover the period from L 5 = 300° - 7°. T here is a pause 
in observations due to the solar conjunction from L 5 = 318° to L 5 = 336". Spatiall~·. 
Science Phasing Orbits cover most of the l\orthern hemisphere north of about 20° !Y. 
The best coverage was acquired north of 45° N. About 50% of the data are saturated. 
because of short range to the planet"s surface. Unsaturated data exists at the ends 
of the tracks. where the range is large and near the North Polar Ice Cap. Extensiw 
cloud formations and polar hood were observed during that t ime. Tht> clouds art> tht> 
subj<:>ct of the Chapter 3. Fig. 4.4 displays unsaturated reflectivity data collected 
during the Scienc<:> Phasing Orbit. 
On February 28. 1999. the l\IGS spacecraft finally started its mapping campaign. 
The orbit now reached the planned 2-hour sun-fixed orbit. The local t ime at equator 
crossings was either 2 am or 2 pm. The saturation problem restricted our initial 
coverage to the regions with very lo"· albedos such as orth Polar dunes. Acidalia 
Planitia and Syrtus l\ Iajor. Currentl~r. observations cover the range of L 5 from 103° 
to 240°. The laser output energy decreased slight!~· since the start of the .!\ lapping 
campaign. and this allO\\'S us to obtain more and more coverage of the planet ·s surface. 
Additionally. during the dust storm season. the opacity of the atmosphere increased 
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Figure 4.3: The reflectivities acquired during the hiatus orbit. Ls range covered by 
these orbits is 181 o (track 03) and 198° -210°. The spatial coverage is very sparse. At 
larger distances reflectivity measurement is out of saturation, allowing us to obtain 
maximum values, such as near the Tharsis ridge. o data have been collected in 
the Southern hemisphere. Grey color shows where the reflectivity measurement was 
saturated. 
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Figure 4.4: The unsaturated reflectivities collected during the Science Phasing Orbit 
(Ls = 300° -328° and Ls = 336° -7°). The t racks cover Northern Hemisphere north 
of 20° N, with most of the unsaturated reflectivity data lying north of about 45° N. 
Data are saturated due to short range distance to Mars. No data has been collected 
over the Southern hemisphere. Grey color shows where the reflectivity measurement 
was saturated. 
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significantly. MOLA obtains unsaturated reflectivity measurements from almost 80% 
of the planet . Tharsis Plateau is the brightest area on Mars and has not been mapped 
yet. The South polar areas are still covered with C02 frost at the time of this writing, 
and returns are saturated. The reflectivity maps for the Mapping campaign are 
presented in Figs. 4.5-4.7. Each map is compiled from about 50 days' data, binned 
at 0.4° x 0.4° resolution. Data in individual bins were averaged. These maps cover 
three different seasons. Fig. 4.5 displays data for Ls = 103- 134 (middle of southern 
winter/ northern summer). Most of the reflectivity data are saturated, because the 
laser energy reaches the maximum output over the course of the mission and the 
atmosphere is very clear. The boundary of the seasonal frost is at about 40° N. Fig. 
4.6 displays data for L 5 = 164° - 191 o (beginning of southern spring/ northern fall) . 
These data were collected after the threshold of the channel 1 detector was raised 
to the maximum value. This allowed us to better register high energy returns. The 
saturation problem was not solved, although the saturation level raised about 5%. 
The pulse width measurement is unsaturated for practically the whole planet. Fig. 
4.7 displays data for L 5 = 204°- 234° - the dust storm season. The dust storms are 
raging in the Margarifter Terra and Ma'adim Valles areas. The North polar area is also 
very dark in reflectivity due to polar hood activity. The Southern hemisphere starts 
showing the unsaturated values. The boundary of the seasonal frost is at about 72° S 
at this point (Ls = 234°). In some areas on the South polar region MOLA received 
unsaturated measurement of reflectivity even before the seasonal frost has melted. 
These regions might be related to the "cryptic" region, observed by the Thermal 
Emission Spectrometer (Titus et al. (1999)). "Cryptic" region appeared very dark 
in the broadband albedo channel, but there were no differences in the brightness 
temperature measurement . It might be interpreted as black or transparent C02 ice. 
4.4 Calculation of albedo 
The primary goal of the reflectivity measurement in the MOLA investigation is to 
compile the global map of normal albedo of Mars at 1.064J.Lm wavelength. As for 
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Map of the reflectivity. Ls = 103.46 -134.01 
Reflectivity 
0.30 
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Figure 4.5: Reflectivity map for Ls = 103° - 134°. This figure includes data from 
the first 50 days of the Mapping mission. The laser energy output is high and the 
atmosphere of Mars is clear. Most of the reflectivity measurement is saturated. The 
data in t he Tharsis region are possibly due to the aphelion water cloud belt. Also 
visible are Hellas Basin, Syrtus Major and North Polar Dunes. Saturation data is 
shown as white here, except for the 3° around the poles, where no data exists. 
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Figure 4.6: Reflectivity map for Ls = 164° - 191 o. The output laser energy has 
decreased slightly. The threshold on the channel 1 detector has been increased to 
raise the saturation level. Average atmospheric opacity has also slightly increased. 
Now more areas are visible in reflectivity. North Polar Dunes and the residual north 
polar ice cap are clearly seen. Low reflectivity values in the Southern Hemisphere are 
possibly due to opacity, created by sublimating seasonal ice cap. Same saturation 
color as in Fig. 4.5. 
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Figure 4.7: Reflectivity map for L 5 = 204° -234°. This figure includes the data from 
the dust storm season. Average atmospheric opacity is at its maximum. Dust storms 
have been observed in the Margarifter Terra, Ma'adim Valles and in Prometheus 
Terra regions. The orthern Ice Cap is not seen as bright, due to a cloud cover. 
Polar night C02 clouds have started to appear during this season. In the South Polar 
regions seasonal ice cap is retreating. Returns are still bright enough, except for the 
"cryptic region," to saturate the detector. Same sat uration color as in Fig. 4.5. 
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all other nadir-looking instruments. we han' to remow the atmospheric attenuation. 
Opacity in the iviOLA experiment is primarily due to the ext inction of photons from 
the laser beam. \Ve will demonstrate calculation of the :\lOLA albedo using atmo-
spheric opaci(v simultaneous!~· measured by t he TES inst rument. 
i'v10LA albedo is calculated from the Beer·s la,v: 
R * exp(2 * T) 
A ,\JOL.4 = O . ( .J .3) 
where R- is the measured reflectivity. T - extinction atmospheric opacity at l .OG4J1m . 
0 - is the amount of opposit ion effect. The increase of the returned signal amplit ude 
due to the opposit ion effect for the l\IOLA measurement on l\ lars is not known ex-
actly. but believed to be about a 30% increase over the Lambert backscatter (B. 
Hapke. personal communication). See discussion in section 4.5. We assume Lambert 
scattering phase function. which is safe for zero phase angl<' observations. \ \"e will 
have to use more complicated forms of phase function (l\ linnaert ) for off-nadir obser-
vations. V/e will show in section 4. that roughness of the reflecting surface does not 
significant!~· affect reflectivit~· measurements. 
To calculate t he opacity at t he l\IOLA wavelength. we propose to use the opacity 
calculated from the depth of the 9J1m dust absorpt ion band (Smith et. a l. (1999b)). 
The total atmospheric opacity can be ''Titten as a sum of dust and water atmospheric 
opacities. Gaseous atmospheric opacity can be written as 
(-1 .4) 
where J\.(z) - particle number density and ke(z) - extinction coeffi cient. The latter 
can be written as 
(4.5) 
'" here a - radius of the part icles. :Y5 (a . z) - part icle size distribut ion. CJu t - scatter-
ing efficiency. n, - imaginary index of refraction, >. - wavelength. Clearly. t he most 
important factors for the calculation of t he extinction coefficient is the knowledge of 
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the particle size distribution JY5 (a. z) at the time of the measurement and extinction 
efficiency Q. Opacit~· at an~· wavelength can be calculated if these parameters are 
known exactb·. It is a very time dependent characteristic and it is ver~· hard to per-
form a direct meac;urement for either of them. A number of measurements have been 
performed to deduce characteristics of the dust particle distribution. A good review 
of this problem and suggested numbers from Yarious investigations can be found in 
Pollack ct al. ( 1995). The parameters for the \Va ter ice part icle size distribution are 
known very poorl~·. In t his work. we ·will use the reftectivit.:r data for the sea~on when 
water ice opacity is in its minimum. The extinction coefficient is usuallY calculated 
using Mie formulations of spherical or oblate spherical particles. The exact form of 
the indiYidual dust particles is not known. The refraction coefficient at each par-
ticular wavelength is usuall~· taken from the spectrum of montmorillonite 217b. first 
suggested by Toon et a l. ( 1977). Clancy et al. ( 1995) have suggested t he palagonite 
spectrum as an alternative to t he montmorillonite. In practice. a scaling factor can be 
used to infer opacity at the I\lOLA \Yavelength from the 9J1m d ust opacity. measured 
by the TES instrument. The scaling of the dust opacity in the infrared compared to 
the I\IOLA wavelength is very important for the determination of albedo. It ma~· con-
t ribute up to 20% of the error. Depending on the particle size distribut ion. this ratio 
may vary ver~· widely. For instance. the contribution of the submicron particles is 
poorly known. It affects solar wavelengths opacity much stronger than in the infrared. 
i\Ioreover. water haze part icles can be a major source of opacity. especially during 
the aphelion. It should be added to t he dust opacity. Obsen·ational evideuce so far 
consists of the simultaneous observations. in time and place. by the Viking Orbiters 
and Viking Landers. I\1artin (19 6) compared 9J1m dust opacities calculated from 
the IRTI\1 inst rument with the Viking Lander·s visible opacit ies for the time period 
between L 5 = 180° - 270°. He determined that the rat io of 2.5 is most consistent with 
opacity data for that period. Clancy et al. (1995) provided a separate measurement 
of this key opacit:v ratio based on t he analysis of Emission Pha.c;e Function (EPF) 
observations in t he IRT?--.1 solar and D11m channels. Their derived ratio is > 2 for 
Yisible opacities less than 1 and appear to increase 'vith increasing opacity. However. 
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the authors quote high uncertainties in the visible/IR-ratio for high value. of visi-
ble opacity ( > 1). Recently. Toigo and Richardson ( 1999) reanalyzed observations 
by Y\Iartin (1986) and supported the Yalue of 2.5 for the visible to IR opacity ratio 
during the dust storm season. In addition. the~· have found that \Vater ire haze ma~· 
contribute up to 50% of total opacity during northern spring and summer sea.<;ons. 
This suggests that water ice contributes to the visible opacit~· much more than it was 
t hought before. The deviations of the ratio during t he mapping mission can be illus-
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Figure 4.8: Visible (lwn ) total opacity to IR (9Jlm ) dust opacity ratio during the 
mapping period of obsen·ations. The high \·alues of ratio during the . outhern winter 
are due to enhancement in small submicron particles in the atmosphere. Possibly. 
water ice clouds a re composed of small. reflective particles that do not contribute to 
the 9Jlm dust opacity. In the dust storm season (L = 220° - 240°) the ratio is ver:· 
close to 2.5. Decreasing trend in this season is due to increasing number of larger 
dust particles. Data are from 1c x 1c square in the Syrtus f\ Iajor area (22° . 295o·w ). 
the visible-to-IR ratio as a function of season from Ls = lOOc to Ls = 240°. measured 
9" 
in the Syrtus ~lajor area (22°~. 295°\\'). 110LA opacity data were matched to the 
9Jlm opacity data. The algorithm for calculating the opacity from the ~lOLA reftec-
tivit~· measurement using the Plescot and 1liner (19 1) albedo dataset is described in 
section 4.5 . C learly. the ratio is ver~· high during the southern winter. when extensive 
water ice cloud belt. is forming in the equatorial regions. The high Yalues of ratio are 
due to enhancement in small submicron particles in the atmosphere relative to the 
dust storm season period . In the latter season (L5 = 220° - 240°) t he ratio is very 
dosf:' to 2.5. 
For this work we decided to accept the valut' of 2.5 for the ,·isihle-to-IR opacity 
ratio. \Ye selected l\IOLA data from the dust storm season ( L~ = 220 - 240°) for 
our a lbedo calculations. Toigo and Richardson (1999) showed. ba•sed on the IRT~I 
opacity data set. that during this season water hazes contribute a minimal fraction 
of the dust opacity. \Ve assumf' that the dust is the only scattering aerosol in the 
atmosphere during this time. The TES instrument is able to measure water ice 
opacit~·. and we hope to use it to justify our as, umption. 
Full dataset of TES opacities \Vas not availablf' at this time. v;e were onl~· able to 
demonstrate thi algorithm for a small region on the planet. \\·e chose Syrtus l\Iajor 
as our test region. Returns from this region were mostly unsaturated. For the course 
of the mission. there were no significant dust storm activity observed in Syrtus l\Iajor 
during dust storm season. \\·e compared l\IOLA derived albedo and the Plescot and 
!\liner (19 1) albedo dataset. The results are sho·wn in Fig. -L9. l\IOLA albedo was 
calculated assuming t he visible to IR opacity ratio of 2.5 and 30% returned signal 
enhancement due to the opposition effect. Plescot and !\liner {1981) albedo was 
corrected for wavelength and atmospheric effects (Clanc·~· and Lee (1991)) . All these 
correction are eli cussed in detail in the next section. The general agreement is very 
good. The results of 1 IOLA a lbedo calculations are consistent with the Viking IRTl\1 
derived albedo data set. The variations of the particle size distribution of the dust 
in the atmosphere are the most important , ource of error. which can constitute as 
much as 30% of the albE-do value. However. comparison \•:ith the Viking albedo data 
in Fig. 4.9 suggests that this error is much smaller. \i'/e hope to constrain the error 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of l\10LA albedo and Viking IRTl\1 albedo. The solid line is 
the locus of equal albedos. Only data from the dust storm season (Ls = 220° - 240°) 
were used to construct this picture. Data come from the Syrtus l\ lajor region (20° -
26°!\' and 290° - 300°\V). _lOLA albedos were corrected for the opposition effect. 
The Viking IRTl\1 data were corrected for the wavelength and atmospheric effects 
(Clancy and Lee (1991)) . Spectral properties of the surface materials and varia.bilit:v 
of the particle size distribution in the l\ lartian atmosphere are the major sources of 
error. 
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by analyzing man~· crossovers or nearby passes. For example. during the dust storm 
season there can be up to 3 tracks crossing 1 o x 1 o square. r..Iuch more data from 
the mapping orbits will be available for similar processing. The presented algorithm 
can be employed for putting together a global albedo map of r.. Iars at. the IOLA 
waYelength. 
4.5 Calculation of atmospheric opacity 
Reflectivity is a product of the albedo of the surface and atmospheric transmissivit~·. 
In the previous section. we calculated surface albedo using the TES 9pm dust opacit.v 
as a proxy for the opacity at 1J1m wavelength. Below. we will demonstrate the use of 
t he Plescot and f-.Iiner (1981) albedo data set t.o derivt> atmospheric opacity. 
i\IOLA laser presents a unique opportunit:v to calculate the total atmospheric 
opacit.v. However. albedo at the f\IOLA wavelength ( 1.064J-~.m ) should be known. 
The best aYailable data sets of f\IOLA global albedo were discussed in the section 
4.2.1. The most extensive dataset is the Plescot and !\liner albedo. compiled from 
t he observations by the broadband bolometrir channel of the IRTf\1 instrument. A 
similar dataset can be compiled from the bolometric channel at the TES instrument. 
Digital data forTES albedo were not available at the time of this writing. The Hubble 
telescope observations by Bell et a!. (1999) are the closest in wavelength. Practically 
none of t he authors have addressed the question of an atmospheric contamination. 
Plescot and f\Iiner (1981) state that they have used the clearest period of the f\Iar-
tian atmosphere to compile the dataset. Clancy and Lee (1991) have empirically 
deduced atmospheric corrections for the albedo from the Emission Phase function 
observations. A similar correction can possibly be applied to the HST observations. 
The amount of atmospheric scattering will depend on the total optical depth dur-
ing the season of observations. TES solar albedo channel has the same problems, 
although atmospheric correction can be introduced using the atmospheric opacities 
derived simultaneously (Smith eta!. (1999b)). The use of radiometrically calibrated 
images is also problematic. Besides the lightning effects (shadmvs. bright cliffs) they 
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are affected by the dust scattering and illumination. Onl~, very dear images with 
favorable geometry can be used. such as in case of Valles ~larineris described below. 
\Ve hope that we will be able to compile an a lbedo map from the !\lOLA reflecti,·ity 
measuremeut and use it as the base map of the opacity calculations. 
All of the !\lOLA obsen·ations are performed at 0 phase angle. Consequently. the 
laser returns are enhanced by the opposition effect. The amount of this efff'ct is not 
known. but is probably about 30% (B. Hapke. personal communication ). 
4.5.1 Corrections 
In this study \Ve adapted thf' Plescot and !\liner (19 1) a lbedo data..sf't. Some correc-
tions havf' to be applied to this dataset bf'fore we can use it as a base' for t he opacit~· 
calculat ions. 
Bolometric channel bandwidth range from 0.3pm to ;Jpm . It can be shown that 
integrated albedo over this range will be t he most heavily weighted b~· the spectral 
properties at the 0.6J.Lm . Viking imaging camera had a central wavelength of 0.6pm . 
Refl ectance spectrum of l\Iars has a slope in the region 0.5-0. 7 J.Lm . Fig. 4.10 displays 
Yisible spectrum of l\Iars for the visible and near-IR wavelength. The reflectance is 
brighter at the ~VIOLA wavelength than at the Viking camera wavelength. vVe suggest 
to apply a scaling factor of 1.2 to correct for the reflective properties at the l\IOLA 
wavelength for dark terrains. This number is higher for brighter terrains. An:v error 
in this scaling factor will introduce an offset for the result ing l\IOLA opacit~·. This 
value correlates well \Vit h the ratio of corresponding peaks in the bimodal distribution 
of l\lartian albedo observed b~· IRT\I distribution and the HST distribution. Plescot 
and l\Iiner (1981) a lbedo distribution peaks at .1G and .27 for dark and bright terrain . 
HST albedo distribution from Bell et al. (1999) peaks at .18 and .36 corresponding!~·. 
The opposition effect for the !\lOLA wavelength ha.c;; not been studied in an.v detail. 
Hapke et al. (1998) have investigated this effect in df'tail and arrived at the conclusion 
that it i. caused by both coherent backscattering and shado,,· hiding in rough!~· equal 
amounts. Researchers have reported on efforts to determine the opposit ion effect. 
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Figure 4.10: \ Iart ian reflection spectra for the region of 0.3J-Lm to l.OJ1m . Dark 
features are characterized b~r a bottom line (d) and bright features are characterized 
b~· a top line (a) . (figure from Bell et al. ( 1989)) 
for lunar samples. Various estimates of the amount of this effect are suggested by 
. laboratory (e.g .. Nelson et al. (1998)) and theoretical studies (e.g .. Shkuratov et a l. 
(1999)) . ~'lagnitude of the opposit ion effect varies. depending on the microphysical 
structure of the surface and may vary from 30% to 50%. In this work. we adopt value 
of 30% for t he opposition effect for a ll surfaces on 1ars. 
\iVe suggest the following formula for calculation of the albedo at the ~lOLA 
wavelength from the Plescot and Miner dataset: 
AAI 0 L.4 = A p M * c * s * 0 . (4.6) 
where APJ\1 - a lbedo from value from P lescot. aud ~·liner (1981) dataset. C - at-
mospheric correction from Clanc·y and Lee ( 1991). S - spectral correction and 0 -
magnit ude of the opposition effect, taken to be 1.3. 
Finally. the opacity can be calculated using the Beer ·s law: 




where TMOLA - total atmospheric opacity at the MOLA wavelength, R - measured 
reflectivity and AMoLA - albedo at the MOLA wavelength, estimated from Equation 
4.6. 
For this work we have decided to use mostly the Plescot and Miner dataset and 
perform only one case study with the Mars Viking images to compare the results. To 
use the Viking MDIMs images we will apply a geometrical correction as described 
in Thorpe (1981) . Moreover, we will assume an atmospheric scale height of 10km 
and account for it in the airmass calculation. These images also have an atmospheric 
component from the scattering by the suspended aerosols. To minimize the atmo-
spheric bias, we have used Viking images at a given location which were taken when 
the atmosphere was the clearest, i.e., at Ls = 30° - 50°. Atmospheric opacity was 
taken from Viking Lander observations (Colburn et al. (1989)) for the same season. 
We did not use images with high phase angles (> 50°) to avoid brightening of the 
surface albedo by the aerosols and surface phase function effects. Low phase angle 
allow us to minimize forward scattering effects of the dust in the images. Since the 
wavelength of the red filter of Viking Orbiter Camera is 0.55 J.tm to 0.70 J.Lm , we had 
to use the Mars average scaling factor of 1.2, same as for the bolometric albedo maps, 
to convert albedo at the wavelength of the red filter to 1.064 J.Lm . This is consistent 
with spectroscopic observations of the average Martian surface in visible and infrared 
wavelengths (Soderblom (1992)), as well as with newly published composite spectra 
of Mars by Erard and Calvin (1997). 
4.6 Examples of opacity calculations 
We have used the procedure for opacity calculations described above to calculate 
opacities for selected regions on Mars. The seasonal trends of the opacity can be 
best illustrated for some very dark regions, where MOLA has unsaturated opacity 
data since the start of the mission. Comparison with Viking Landers optical depth 
is also helpful to check MOLA derived opacity against other opacity data. We have 
chosen two places: Acidalia Planitia (47 , 33W) and Syrtus Major (22 , 295W). 
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The latitudes were chosen to be similar to the latitudes of the Viking Landers. o 
unsaturated reflectivity data were available for the landing sites until L 5 = 200°. U n-
saturated reflectivity data were selected for a 3° x 3° square in latitude and longitude, 
which corresponds to ~ 128km x 180km rectangle on the surface. The albedo of 
the surface for both regions was taken from Plescot and Miner (1981) dataset and 
corrected to the MOLA wavelength using Equation 4.6. The results are shown in Fig. 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of MOLA and Viking Lander 2 daytime opacity. Data 
are collected in 3° x 3° box in latitude and longitude. Viking Lander coordinates are 
47°N , 225°W. MOLA opacity was calculated from the reflectivity measurement using 
the method described in section 4.5. The Acidalia Planitia data (red line) follows the 
same trend as the Viking Lander Opacity. The spike in the Syrtus Major data (green 
line) at Ls = 143° is possibly a local dust storm and constitutes an average of about 
300 individual measurements. Acidalia Planitia data for Ls = 300° is taken during 
the SPO orbits. 
Acidalia Planitia clearly follows the same trend as the Viking Lander opacity. The 
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major source for the opacity in this region are possibly water ice clouds, which start 
to condense as fall sets in in the Northern Hemisphere. The Syrtus Major opacity 
start to rise only when the dust storm season starts, i.e., around Ls = 220°. The 
spike at Ls = 143° is real and constitutes an average of about 300 individual mea-
surements. A local dust storm lasted over this region for a very short time. Mars 
Pathfinder Lander (Smith and Lemmon (1999)) has performed observations of the 
atmospheric opacity at several wavelengths, including 986nm, which is very close to 
the MOLA wavelength. They concluded that opacity at this wavelength is similar 
to that reported by the Viking Landers. Extinction efficiencies for Viking Landers, 
Pathfinder and MOLA wavelengths are not significantly different for the particle size 
distribution that exists on Mars. We do not expect opacities to differ significantly. 
Unlike solar reflectance measurement instruments, MOLA carries its own "light 
source." The night viewing is as good as the daytime. Fig. 4.12 displays daytime 
and nighttime opacities for the regions discussed above. Due to orbit characteristics 
of the MGS, we were not able to pass over the same region within one or two days. 
Within 10-15 days between the measurements , opacity can change not only due to 
the condensation of water ice clouds, but also due to global dust opacity changes. 
From Fig. 4.12 we can not observe any significant difference between daytime and 
night opacities for the period of observations. 
4. 7 Scale height calculation 
MOLA has obtained a large number of unsaturated opacity measurements on the 
slopes of large topographic structures, such as Olympus Mons, Alba Patera, Valles 
Marineris and Hellas Basin. Slopes on these structures are fairly small (;:::::; 2°, with the 
exception of Valles Marineris), so they do not affect assumptions in the calculation of 
the reflectivity from the returned energy measurement. The reflectivity increases as 
the signal comes from higher and higher terrain, because there is less scattering by the 
atmospheric dust . This presents us with an opportunity to calculate the aerosol scale 
height at these locations. We will still need an estimate of albedo of the topographic 
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MOLA Day time vs. Night time Opacity 
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Figure 4.12: Day and nighttime opacities for Acidalia Planitia (red and violet curves) 
and Syrtus Major (green and light violet) for the mapping period of observations. 
The Acidalia Planitia data follow the general aerosol opacity trends for both day 
and nighttime measurements. The Syrtus Major data are also similar. A dust storm 
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Figure 4.13: North and South polar region opacities. orth polar region data (blue 
dots) follow the seasonal trend. Opacity increases towards the fall. More water 
vapor condenses in the atmosphere, as temperatures become lower. Note the outliers 
which are apparently over the average trend. Those are possibly local dust storms 
or cyclones. Large atmospheric systems were passing over the cap and were observed 
by the MOC. The South polar data (green dots) starts only at about Ls = 150° and 
stays the same over the observed time, except for the period L5 = 175° - 190°. This 
opacity increase is possibly due to the formation of the South polar hood. 
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feature. We will use the datasets and corrections discussed in section 4.5 as a source 
for this estimate. 
4.7.1 Oly mpus Mons 
At the start of the mapping orbits (Ls = 103°), MOLA has returned a significant 
amount of unsaturated returns across Olympus Mons. This surprised us because not 
only does the laser beam propagates through a thin atmosphere, but this is one of 
the brightest and highest places on the planet. Possibly the cause of the opacity are 
bands of daytime clouds, which form during the summertime. Clouds were first seen 
around L 5 = 103° and disappeared by L 5 = 130°. These clouds are the source of 
significant opacity and can be seen in the Tharsis region in Fig. 4.5 . It is likely that 
the equatorial cloud belt has existed before the start of the mapping campaign. MOC 
and TES data confirm this observation. 
We located two tracks on the flanks of the volcano. They both lie on the northern 
slope and the local time is 2 pm. The original reflectivity data for track 10097 is 
shown in Fig. 4.14. The upper panel shows the elevation profile, and the lower 
panel displays observed reflectivity and pulse width. The exponential trend in the 
reflectivity data can be seen in this data. The fiat part of the curve is the saturation 
level. Using the Plescot and Miner albedo dataset, it is now easy to calculate the 
opacity. Dependence of the opacity vs. elevation can be used to find the aerosol scale 
height at this location. Fig. 4.15 illustrates change of opacity with height for two 
tracks, which lie over the volcano. Dependence of optical depth T vs. height z can be 
represented in form 
( z- zo) T(z) = T0exp - H , (4.8) 
where To is the total opacity atmospheric opacity at elevation z0. We can fit this 
function to the data displayed in Fig. 4.14 and find values of To and H. Inferred 
scale heights have a similar structure. From 10 to 18km (data is saturated over 
18km altitude, so no scale height calculation were possible) opacity follows a very 
nice exponential law with scale heights around 10km (1593: 9.5km, 10097 : 10.7km). 
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Below 10 km down to Gkm. where data existed . negative constant or negative scale 
heights are observed . The opacity t hrough the cloud is possibl~· decreasing. The 
cloud possibly become t hinner towards the edge. 
4.7.2 Alba Patera 
Four tracks (339. 340. 35 and 394) with a good quality reftectivit~· data were obtained 
over the Alba Patera during the Science Phasing Orbit Period (L = 33 o -352°) . All 
tracks were acquired around 7am local l\Iartian time. o unsaturated data exists ~ret 
for the mapping orbit period. \Ve ha,·e applied the same approach as discussed before 
for the Olympus l\ Ions. The resulting opacity vs. height dependencies are sho\\'n in 
Fig. 4.16. Opacity distribut ion wit h height is similar for tracks 340 and 394. The 
vertical structure of opacit:v is interesting and appear to have two or t hree different 
scale heights. Best fit scale heights for t rack 339 are 0.87 and 2.94km. For track 
394 there are three different scale heights: 1.15. 1. 4 and 3.54km. These scale height 
breaks are possibly due to structure of the a tmospheric boundary layer. Dust . which 
is the major scat terer here. is not distributed uniformly. It is most concent rated in 
the first kilometer from the ground. where scale heights are about 1km. Over .tkm 
the aerosols seem to be uniformly distributed (the highest part of t he track 394). The 
opacity for the track 35 is higher thau for other t rack . because a local dust storm 
occurs nearby. just north of the Alba Patera. Increase in the opacity is most probably 
due the dust part icles. The inferred scale height are. however. similar to all other 
calculations. 
4. 7.3 Hellas Basin 
The deepest and largest crater basin on l\Iars has the largest amount of unsaturated 
reflectivity measurements due to high concentration of aerosols. \Ve present obser-
vation for three different seasons L~ = 105°. 143°. 172°. Scale height fits are shmvn 
in Fig . -1 .11 and -!.18. \;Ve chose the northern rim of the basin a.c:; a location for our 
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Figure 4.15: Opacity vs. depth dependence for the tracks over the Olympus Mons 
volcano. Two tracks are shown taken during Ls = 110°. Both curves can be fit 
using a scale height of about 10km. The negative scale heights below 6km elevation 
possibly correspond to an inversion layer in the atmosphere or the edge of the cloudy 
region. High scale height values (70km) correspond to a uniformly mixed layer in the 
atmosphere. 
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Opacity change with height over Alba Patera 
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Figure 4.16: Opacity vs. height dependence for the Alba Patera volcano. All tracks 
were taken during the Science Phasing campaign (Ls = 338° - 352°). Tracks are best 
fit with different segments of scale heights, ranging from .7 to 3.5 km. For example, 
opacity variation with height for track 339 is best fit with scale heights of . 7 and 
2.5km. Aerosols are most concentrated within first km from the surface. Opacity for 
the track 358 is higher due to the dust storm, occurring at the time of observation 
north of the Alba Patera. The derived scale height for track 358 is 3.5km. 
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either at 2 am or 2 pm local time. The Hellas Basin is historically known to be 
very dusty. During the southern winter the floor of Hellas was covered with the frost 
which we accounted for in the opacity estimate. Evaporating C02 frost and clouds 
contributed to the opacity and scale height observations as well. 
Table 4.1 summarizes the observations. The lowest scale heights were seen during 
the southern winter. C02 or water clouds condense near the ground and contribute 
to the opacity. The data taken at night (2 am) tends to have larger scale height 
than the daytime observations. Scale heights derived from the data around L 5 = 
143° are maximum for this dataset. Atmosphere warms up and clouds disappear. 
Dust is raised higher in the atmosphere. L 5 = 172° are lower than that around 
L 5 = 140°. We could not observe any significant day / nighttime variations in scale 
height magnitude (see Table 4.1). Optical density of the atmosphere near the rim 
of the Hellas Basin does not depend on the time of day, and it is mostly due to 
the dust particles suspended in the atmosphere. However, we found that wintertime 
and late spring nighttime scale heights are statistically lower than daytime. Seasonal 
variations in the dust content and large scale atmospheric processes (such as storms) 
define variations of opacity. 
Feature name Ls Local Scale Comments 
time height , km 
Olympus Mons 105 2 pm 9.5 Water Cloud on the northern 
111 2pm 10.7 flank of the volcano 
Arsia Mons 338 7 pm 0.7,2.9 Aerosols are very close 
352 7pm 3.5 to the surface 
Hellas Basin 105 2 am 3.5 ± 0.8 Hellas is covered 
105 2pm 3.0 ± 0.6 by the seasonal frost 
143 2 am 5.0 ± 1.1 Frost starts to sublime 
143 2pm 5.7 ± 2.2 Polar hood forming 
172 2 am 4.5 ± 1.4 Bare ground 
172 2pm 5.0 ± 1.3 Clear atmosphere 
Table 4.1: Atmospheric scale height observations 
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Figure 4.17: Opacity vs. scale height observations for the Hell as basin. Six tracks 
shown were obtained during Ls ~ 105°. Local time of all tracks is 2 am or 2 pm. The 
opacity data have similar values consistent from track to track. Also shown are the 
scale fits for tracks 1578 (2.5km) and 1646 (4.5km). These values are representative 
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Figure 4.18: Opacity vs. scale height observations for the Hellas basin. The upper 
panel shows observations for Ls = 142°, the lower panel shows observations for Ls = 
172°. The inferred scale heights are higher for the Ls = 142°, possibly because dust 
is spread out from the surface higher into the atmosphere. Higher opacity values are 
characteristic for the lower panel data (Ls = 172°). Dust is raised from the surface 
by winds and creates additional opacity, especially near the bottom of Hellas. 
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4.8 Opacity in Valles Marineris 
During passes 26 and 35 MOLA ground tracks crossed Valles Marineris, the deepest 
and the largest canyon system on Mars. Using Viking Color MDIMs (sequence 583a) 
as described above to correct for the albedos of the canyon floor and walls, we were 
able to estimate opacity over the canyons. The resulting opacity over the canyons is 
plotted in Fig. 4.19. It is clear from the figure that the opacity inside the canyons 
is greater than the opacity on the top, apparently due to atmospheric aerosols inside 
the canyons. Roughness on the bottom of the canyons plays a little role in the 
opacity estimate. Corresponding pulse width data, which is a characteristic of surface 
roughness at about lOOm scale, shows that there is no correlation with average opacity 
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Figure 4.19: l J.Lm reflectivity and returned pulse width (A) , MOLA atmospheric 
opacity (B) and topography (C) over the Valles Marineris in the latitude range n os 
to oo N near longitude 77°W (pass 35). The heights are MOLA altitude t rack; the 
opacities were computed from MOLA reflectivity measurements. 
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Absolute opacity values. that we calculate from l\IOLA reflectivity using Beer's 
law. can be used to find the dependence of the opacity on the depth of the canyons. In 
each of the three canyons in Fig. 4.19. we subtracted opacities on the top of the can~'on 
from opacity on the bot tom of the canyon. \lOLA opacity difference can be expressed 
as T1 - T2 = -0.5 log(~~) . Ratio of the Viking albedo A2/A 1 is insensitive to the 
absolute opacity in the image. and we assume that it does not vary significantly across 
the image. However. this ratio was corrected for the atmosphere inside the canyons . 
using dust scale height of 10km and canyons· depths from l\'lOLA topography. Opacity 
difference values are plotted vs. corresponding change in a ltitude between top and 
bottom (Fig. 4.20). \Ve can fi t a straight line through all points. including (0.0). The 
single opacit~· measurement taken in I us Chasm is shown on a aerosol scale height 
line of 10.0 km. Differenced opacity can be written as 
1
tap 
f::l T = 1Y ( Z) ke ( Z) d::, 
bottom 
(4.9) 
where IV(::.) and ke(z) are vertical distributions of aerosol number density and ex-
tinction cross section. The latter is a function of type of particle size distribution. 
effective particle size (reJJ) and variance of the distribution (veJJ)- It is a lso a \veak 
function of refraction index. because the l\lie scattering function is fairly constant at 
this wavelength a nd our range of particle sizes. The linear nature of the fit to the 
data suggests that N(z) and k~:(::. ) are roughly constants. So we obtain: 
f::lT - 7\.l k 
f::lh - · 0 eO {4. 10) 
'vVe can assume some particle size d istribution parameters ( r ef! and Veff ). refrac-
tion index for silicates (n1 = 1.3- 0.01i). t hen calculate keo and No. l\1ie scattering 
formalism for spherical part icles and lognormal distribution law were used to calcu-
late keo· Several cases are shown in Table 4.8 along with t he corresponding values for 
I\ .0 . These estimates are performed assuming that there is only dust in the canyons. 
Clouds may be present in t he canyons. and are perhaps like!~-. but at this point we can 
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Figure 4.20: Opacit~· vs. depth and pressure inside Valles :\Iarineris. The linear fit 
to the points suggest uniform mixing of aerosols inside the canyon. In the deepest 
canyon. Ius Chasm. mixing is exponential with a scale height of 10.0 km. Error bars 
show standard deviation of measured opacity. See text for error anal:vsis. 
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not distinguish between extinction by dust and by clouds. Change of opacity in Ius 
Chasm is most consistent with the exponential law for number density distribution 
with scale height of 10.0 km. However. a higher number densit~· of the particles can 
a! o explain this outlier from a linear fit. 
·umber densit~' estimates in Table 4.8 are very crude and heavil~· depend on 
parameters of the distribution. The linear dependence of opacity from depth suggests 
that aerosols are well mixed inside the chasms. Strong winds inside the canJ·ons ma~· 
explain this distribution. l\lars Observer Camera (l\IOC) images in Valles l\Iarineris 
area (taken earlier ) showed afternoon fogs inside the chasms (\Ia lin (1997)). This may 
be the case for our observations. Results from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer 
(TES) should add significant informat ion to this issue. 
V/e must mention several error sources which contribute to t he above numbers. 
The~· are: uncertaint~· in calibration of the instrument. Viking image albedo errors. 
the spectral scaling factor and non-Lambert.ian reflection from the surface. Vv'e es-
timate that each of those factors (except for the last one. which is relatiYely small ) 
contribute about lOo/c error to the absolute opacit.~· estimate at worst. However. since 
we are using difference of the opacit:v and. hence. ratios of the measured reflectivities 
and surface albedos. systematic error is taken out and random errors contribute about 
5o/c uncertaint~· to t he analysis. The effect of the spectral factor is not ratioed out. 
so overa ll uncertainty is about 15o/c for opacit~· difference numbers and is comparable 
with the spread of the measurements shown in Fig. 4.20. Finally. opacity differ-
ence and number densities are linearly correlated and same error estimates apply to 
numbers in Table 4.8. ·w e also note that these observational errors are still minor 
compared to the lack of knowledge of the particle size distribution. 
r eff• fln1 l'(. Jj k~:.o· 11m 
1. 5 0.5 8.31 
1.52 0.5 5.83 
1. 0. 4.55 
1.9 0.25 14.52 
0.-l 0.2 0.61 
a Pollack et a!. ( 1995) 
b Clanc~· et al. ( 1995) 
'" Chas efiere et a !. ( 1995) 








4.9 Opacity "events" 






On s<:>veral tracks we have observed rapid drops of reftectiYit~·. spanning about 180 
km. Pulse width values became smaller too. These changes were not. c-orrelatf'd with 
surface albedo variations and we attribute them to opacity changes and call them 
··opacity events.·· Examples for passes 21. 24 and 30. which all occur at imilar 
latitudes. are shown in Fig. 4.21. Opacity has changed by about. 1-1.5 and in som<:> 
places t\IOLA even lost the signa l due to the opaque atmosphere. v\'"e haw also 
observed reftecti,·ity drops north of the shown location (70° _T\- - 75° l'.:) on other 
tracks. but '""e were unable to derive opacity due to the poor quality of Viking t\IDit\Is 
(clouds in the image. poor cove rag<:>). 
Again. as in th<:> Valles I\ Iarineris rase. we can not d<:>termine whether dust or 
water or C'02 cr:vstals produce the higher opacit ies. The most probable caus<:> of such 
events are water ice hazes. Hubble Space Telescope team reported observations of 
water hazes earlier in the season (Lee eta!. (1997)) around sam<:> latitudes. Th<:> local 
timf' for I\IOLA observations was about 5pm and sun is about to set. so we can expect 
cold temperature· and condensation of water ice. \\'e plan to use TES temperature 
im·ersions and limb obserYations (Christensen et a!. (199 )) to check for correlations 
with our data. t\IOLA opacit~· events most probably occur inside the polar vortex. 
which is identified in the TES data. 
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Figure 4.21: Opacity events on passes 21. 24. 30. Suggested explanation is that 
extinction of photons is due to condensing water or C02 ice clouds nea.r the North 
polar vortex. Data. was taken around Ls = 200°. ote tha.t. absolute values of opacity 




In this \vork we have described t he "\lOLA reflectivity dataset for t he period through 
~ovember. 1999 (Ls = 235°). The primary goal of t he reflectiYity measurement 
is to compile an albedo map of f\Iars at the f\10LA \\·avelength (1.064pm ) . We 
demonstrated the a lgorithm which emplo~·s TES 9J1m dust opacity and water ice 
opacit~· data for the albedo calculation. TES data were collected simultaneously with 
the f\IOLA data. f\Iore data will be analyzed in the near future as more opacity data 
becomes available to us. 
\Ve showed the utility of f\IOLA reflectivity measurement to derive opacit ies of the 
"\Iartian atmosphere at 1.06-! Jlm. using t he a lbedo dataset compiled b.Y Plescot and 
f\Iiner ( 1981). The resulting opacities are consistent wit h the optical mea<>urernents 
by the Viking Lander spacecrafts and the TES 9J1m dust opacit~· data. Discrepancies 
between TES opacity data and the l\IOLA opacity data allm,·s more insight on the 
composition of the aerosols. suspended in the f\ Iartian atmosphere. 
\\-e used opacity changes at the large topographic features to derive aerosol scale 
heights in the first several kilometers of the Martian atmosphere. Dust scale height 
is in t he range of 2-6 km for Hellas Basin and Alba Patera volcano. ·water ice scale 
height, derived from the observations of aphelion water clouds near the Olympus 
f\ Ions . is comparable v-.rith the atmospheric scale height of lOkm. Results from the 
passes over Valles f\larineris suggest that atmospheric aerosols are uniformly mixed 
in Hebes and Candor Chasms and have a scale height of 10.0 km in the Ius C hasm. 
l\umber density estimates var~· from 4.11 to 98.32 gm- 3 . depending on particle size 
distribution parameters. Large variations in the number density estimates illustrates 
importance of observations of the f\lartian atmosphere at different wavelengths. 
\\-e report. observations of very low reflectivities. compared to expected values. 
over the regions with low a lbedo values. vVe suggest that large atmospheric opacity 
is t he cause of these ""events... f\Iost probably they are due to water. condensing on 
the dust grains. and hazes. Dust storms are another source of high opacities. 
Future work will include use of the TES data to aid our calculations of the surface 
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albedo for the \vhole planet. After the map of surface albedo is completed . it can 
be used for independent measurements of opacit~· at the f\IOLA wavelength. Com-
parisons of lpm opacity results with the 9pm TES opacity will further cont ribute to 
our knowledge of the particle size eli, tribution in the :-..lartian atmo phen'. which is 
important for the understanding thermal balance of the atmosphere. 
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Chapter 5 Summary and future research 
This dissertation presents a part of t he l\Iars Orbiter Laser Alt imf'ter (I\IOLA) in-
vestigation. which is rele\·ant to climatological processes of d ifferent t ime scales. The 
f'\'Olution of the polar ice caps and layered deposits is directly related to the history of 
t he I\Iart ian climate. \\'e suggest t hat sublimation is one of the mo t important pro-
ces. es shaping the residual polar ire caps. Sublimation acts on a shorter time scale 
than the ice flow. Formation of the polar C0 2 clouds and observations of opacity 
are import ant for characterization of the current state of thE" ). lart ian atmosphE"rf' . 
Important comparisons have been performed \Vith thE" MGS Thermal Emission Spec-
trometer data. which provide more insights into the polar atmospheric processes and 
propert ies of suspended aerosols. The normal albedo at 1.0G4pm wavelength can be 
derived from the I\lOLA refiectivit~· measurement . assuming a knO\d edge about atmo-
spheric opacity. We presented some initia l results of the a lbedo calculation algorithm. 
that employs TES 9J1m dust opacity. 
5.1 Sublimation of the ice caps 
The ice sublimation model. presented in Chapter 2. addresses an important question 
about the histor~· of ice caps formation. ~·e studied the evolution of the form of 
the residual ice caps over a period of about 100 million years. \ \ ·e also attempted to 
quantif~· and simulate the mysterious spiraling troughs in the layered deposits. Our 
model w a.c::; justified using very precise J'dOLA topographic data for the orth Polar 
region. Vv'e found very good agreement between obsf'rved general shape of t he ice ca.p 
and model results. vVe have also studied depth and slopes of almost 200 t rough profiles 
in the orth Polar Layered deposits. The sublimation model produced a reasonable 
agreement with a form of an .. average.. t rough. \i\·e were also able to constrain t he 
t ime scale for the formation of the ice caps between 10 and 100 millions of years. 
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although we favor the shorter t ime scale. The t ime scale for trough formation was 
found to be bounded by 1 and 16 millions of years. This time scale may be even 
shorter because we did not account for t he wind erosion in our model. 
\Yit h this model we have studied the change of form of the ice caps under simple 
assumptions. There are several experiments ''chich can be performed with t he model 
in the future. Feedback between water , ·apor in the atmo phere and sublimating 
ice can be introduced into the model. It \\·ill be possible to cont rol total balance of 
water ,·apor over the ice cap. In t his work. we han' the \Yater cycle which is similar 
to the observed b~· t he I\IA\YD instrument . The water balance can be significantly 
different for another orbital cycle. \Ve considered the sublimation of the caps using 
the current ~·dartian orbit. The inferred time scale for the formation of the observed 
shape are significant!~· larger than any of the known orbital Yariations. Introduction 
of these variations will greatly improve the quality of the sublimation model and may 
provide some clues to the formation of the layered terrains. Finall~·. boundary la.ver 
atmospheric proces e near t he 1\lart ian ice caps haw not yet been quant ified on :\Iars 
in detail. \Ve had to assume large variations of the wind speeds (1-10 m/ s) over the 
caps. This is one of the major source of t ime scale uncertainty. \"-·e hope that fut ure 
I\Iars Polar Lander mission will provide excellent data on the summer enYironment 
of the South polar layered deposits. An ice flow model is necessary to understand 
evolution of the ice caps for periods longer than 100 million years. It is important to 
understand interaction of all physical processes acting in the polar regions and their 
relative t ime scales. 
5 . 2 Polar clouds 
The thermal balance of the polar regions depends greatly on the condensation of C02 
in the polar night conditions. Chapter 3 discussed first comprehensive observations 
of the I\ Iart ian polar clouds during the end of the northern winter (Ls = 300C - 7°). 
the southern winter (Ls = 103° - 180°) and northern fall (Ls = 180° - 240°). On 
the basis of t he reflective properties and spatia l occurrence. we can distinguish two 
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major classes (t~·pes) of clouds. Type 1 clouds are observed right over the resid ual ice 
caps. poleward of 80°. These clouds appear as linear .. sawtooth .. structures. forming 
with oo- 20° slope angles. Linear extent of one ··tooth .. is about 20km and horizontal 
extent ranges from 0 to 8km. The highest cloud return \vas detected at 20km above the 
surface. Type 1 clouds are usuall~· detected in channel 4 (the widest channel). Type 
2 clouds have been observed only in the southern winter and occupy a latitude band 
between 70°S and 80°5. These clouds do not exhibit linearity of the t.ype 1 clouds. 
T~·pe 2 clouds are spread out random!~· in altitude from t he ground up to 7km over the 
ground. Horizontal extent reaches 600km. Cloud tops are more reflective than tops 
of the t~·pe 1 clouds. Detections are ver~· sparse. but usually channel 1 (the narrowest 
channel) triggers. Type 2 clouds are possibly clusters of condensate 300-600 m apart. 
Comparison with Earth water clouds. performed on the basis of volume backscattering 
coefficient. suggest that the I\lartian polar clouds v:ould visually appear as haze (type 
1) and mother-of-pearl (t~·pe 2) clouds. \\·e have also performed comparisons with 
the simultaneous observations of the brightness temperature at 1 and 25J1m by the 
I\IGS t hermal emission spectrometer (TES). I\IOLA observations confirmed that lm.,· 
brightness temperature zones in the TES data are due to the C02 snowfall over the 
ice caps. 
Vv'e hope that we will be able to complete our observations of the polar cloud 
format ion in the nort hern polar winter. i.e .. for L 5 range from 240° to 300°. Reflective 
properties of t he C02 ice are poorly known. For our calculations. we have assumed 
I\Iie scattering for spheres. but this might be far from reality. It is ver~· important to 
use a microph~·s ical model for C02 condensation to interpret :\lOLA backscattering 
coefficient iu terms of scattering properties and ice grain sizes. Some general ideas for 
the condit ions of C02 ice cloud formation were presented in Forget et al. (1998). It 
is now possible to establish a link between morphology of the clouds and processes of 
their formation. Pettengill and Ford (1998) and Colaprete and Toon (1999) suggested 
lee waves as a possible process for the formation of type 1 clouds. Section 3. 7 discusses 
comparison of only two t racks of data from the t.IOLA and the TES instruments. 
I\Ian~· more TES brightness temperature data and cloud distributions observed by 
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l\IOLA han• to be anal~·zed. T his comparison will enable us to distinguish between 
condensation of C02 on t he ground and C02 snowfall. 
5.3 Albedo and opacity 
l\ IOLA reflectivit~· measurement is a product of surface albedo and at mospheric trans-
missivit~·. Chapter 4 presents observations of the reflectivity for the duration of the 
.\lOLA mission up to L 6 = 2-10° . Saturation of the reflectivity meac;urement did not 
allow complete mapping of the planet. During the dust storm season. ,,·hen the dust 
at mospheric loading was at its maximum. l\ IOLA collected unsaturatt>d reflectivity 
data from about 70/1 of the planet . The bright Tharsis region still remains very 
poor!~· mapped in reflecti,·ity. \\'e demonstrated derivation of thC' normal albedo of 
the surface or total atmospheric opacit~· from the rrflectivit~· measurement. The re-
sulting albedo is consistent \vith thr Plescot and !\ liner ( 19 1) albedo. To calculate 
the total atmospheric opacit~· ,,-e used the Viking IRT.\1 albedo dataset compiled b~· 
Plescot and .\liner (19 1). Calculated values of the total atmospheric opacity are 
similar to t he opacity values performed b~· the Viking Lander stations (Colburn et al. 
(19 9)) and the .\lars Pathfinder (Smith and Lemmou (1999)). Opacitit>s derived for 
the north regions exhibit large deviations from a seasonal trend. These deviatious 
are possibly due to the storms. passing near the l orth Polar Ice Cap in the northem 
summer and fall. Opacity observations in the South Polar regions display south po-
lar hood activity over the seasonal trend (Ls = 170° - 190°). An algorit hm for the 
calculation of an aerosol scale height is presented. It is based on the variations of 
opacity on large topographic features. such as Ol~·mpus 1\lons. Alba Patera and Hellas 
Basin. \ \"e found that values of the scale height ( 1 - Gkm) are general!.\· lower than 
t he atmospheric scale height ( ....... lOkm) near Alba Patera and Hellas Basin. Opacit~· 
in these regions is possibly due to dust . This suggests that dust is concentrated in 
t he first fe"· kilometers of the atmosphere. Observations of the scale height of the 
aphelion water cloud belt o\·er Ol~·mpus l\ lons are consistent with t he atmospheric 
scale height. In the Hella .. •;; Basin we observed some seasonal variation of tlw aerosol 
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scale height. Day and night differences were not found to be significant. 
One of the primary scientific objectives of the l\IOLA im·estigation is to compile a 
map of normal surface albedo at. the ).lOLA wavelength. In section 4.4 we discussed an 
algorithm emplo.ving the 9J1m dust opacit~·. derived from the MGS Thermal Emission 
Spectrometer observations by Smith et al. ( 1999b) and presented some initial results. 
The values of albedo at the !\lOLA wavelength appear to be consistent with the 
Plescot and :--.liner (1981 ) dataset. after the correction suggested by Clancy and Lee 
(1991) is applied to the Plescot and l\liner (1981) dataset. l\ lore data from the TES 
instrument will be aYailable to us in near future. thanks to generosity of :--.1. Smith, J. 
PE'arl and B. Conrath from the TES team. Using the data from the mapping orbits. 
especiall~· the data from the dust storm season. we will ablE' to compile a map of the 
normal albedo at 111m . 
5.4 Conclusions 
The l\lOLA investigation has contributed greatly to tlw knowledge about the planet 
1\lars. The global topographic map of 1\lars with less than 5 m absolute error is 
considered to be one of the major results of the l\Iars Global Surveyor mission. This 
work presents the part of the ?viOLA investigation which is related to some issues 
of the l\Iartian climatology. vVe discussed the sublimation of the l\lartian ice caps 
and supported our model with precise topography of the polar regions measured by 
}.lOLA. \Ve suggested additional time constraints on the evolution histor:'-· of tlw polar 
layered deposits. We added to the knowledge about the current state of the l\lartian 
atmosphere by measuring total atmospheric opacity at the .l\lOLA wavelength. \Ve 
demonstrated how normal albedo map can be compiled from the l\IOLA reflectivity 
measurement . when necessary l\lOLA and TES observations are available. 
The }.lOLA investigation has only began. It will continuE' to provide high-quality 
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